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LEARNING RICH REPRESENTATIONS FOR
STRUCTURED VISUAL PREDICTION TASKS
by
Mohammadreza Mostajabi
Abstract
We describe an approach to learning rich representations for images, that enables simple and
effective predictors in a range of vision tasks involving spatially structured maps. Examples
of tasks where one can leverage our approach include semantic segmentation and depth
estimation. Our key idea is to map small image elements (pixels or superpixels) to feature
representations extracted from a sequence of nested regions of increasing spatial extent. These
regions are obtained by "zooming out" from the pixel/superpixel all the way to scene-level
resolution, and hence we call these zoom-out features. Applied to semantic segmentation and
other structured prediction tasks, our approach exploits statistical structure in the image and in
the label space without setting up explicit structured prediction mechanisms, and thus avoids
complex and expensive inference. Instead image elements are classified by a feedforward
multilayer network with skip-layer connections spanning the zoom-out levels.
We describe extensive experiments showing the effectiveness of our simple architecture
design. When used in conjunction with modern neural architectures such as ResNet, DenseNet
and NASNet (to which it is complementary) our approach achieves competitive accuracy
on segmentation benchmarks. In addition, we propose an approach for learning category-
level semantic segmentation purely from image-level classification tags indicating presence
of categories. It exploits localization cues that emerge from training a modified zoom-
out architecture tailored for classification tasks, to drive a weakly supervised process that
automatically labels a sparse, diverse training set of points likely to belong to classes of
interest. Finally, we introduce data-driven regularization functions for the supervised training
of CNNs. Our innovation takes the form of a regularizer derived by learning an autoencoder
over the set of annotations. This approach further complements our zoom-out representation,
leveraging an improved representation of label space to inform our extraction of features from
images.
Thesis Advisor: Gregory Shakhnarovich
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Structured prediction in which ground-truth labels themselves exhibit complex internal
structure encompasses many of the most important tasks in computer vision. Semantic image
segmentation and depth estimation are excellent examples of such tasks. Semantic image
segmentation is of particular interest because it requires modeling everything from low-level
local patterns such as texture features to complex interactions between neighboring and
distant image elements. It is important because it entails aspects of scene understanding such
as image classification and object localization. Furthermore, it has important applications
ranging from medical image diagnosis to guiding robots’ interaction with the world.
Learning rich data representations is an essential block of modern computer vision. In this
thesis, we focus on techniques for learning rich representations for structured prediction tasks.
In the following it will be described what we mean by rich representations in the context
of semantic segmentation and depth estimation. Consider semantic segmentation in which
the goal is to label every pixel in the image with a category label. There are many types of
information and clues that can be leveraged. Local features play important roles in segmenting
and recognizing fine details and object parts. As an example, the texture of a wheel’s spoke is
13
a rich local feature which can be used to segment and recognize a bicycle wheel. However, in
many cases, objects are highly occluded and only small parts of the objects are visible. As
such, exploiting only local features will not be sufficient to correctly identify partially visible
objects. In these cases, one can exploit semantic relations and contextual information such as
object co-occurrence as a prior on scene composition. A rich representation for this task is
able to encode both local level features and high level contextual information.
Depth estimation is another challenging structured prediction task. The goal in monocular
depth estimation is to predict the depth value of each pixel, given a single RGB image as
input. Consider an image of an outdoor scene containing grass. The texture of grass becomes
less and less apparent as we go farther into the distance. As in semantic segmentation, local
texture features are informative. Object occlusion is another source of information. A table is
closer to the camera than a chair if the table occludes the chair. Again, a rich representation
for monocular depth estimation is a representation which is able to encode both local level
features and high level scene information such as object occlusion.
In natural images, each image element has some connection to other image elements. As
an example, consider a pixel that is part of an image of the human body. It is very likely
that neighboring pixels are part of the same body due to the continuity of real world objects.
Objects also have semantic co-occurence relationships. Observing the ocean supports the
existence of a boat rather than a car, while observing roads supports the opposite. Despite the
attention semantic segmentation has received, it remains challenging, largely due to complex
interactions between local, neighboring and distant image elements and the importance of
global context. In order to capture existing structure and contextual information in natural
scenes, a common approach has been to use a random field or structured support vector ma-
chine [1, 2, 3]. Such models incorporate local evidence in unary potentials, while interactions
between label assignments are captured by pairwise and possibly higher-order potentials. This
14
includes various hierarchical CRFs [2, 4, 5, 6]. These approaches introduce their own severe
challenges, among them the intractable nature of inference and learning in many “interesting”
models [3].
Conventional models prior to this thesis used hand-crafted features as image descriptors
and forced explicit constraints on label structure [7, 5, 8, 9]. In this dissertation our goal is
to depart from conventional models and focus on modeling label structure and learning rich
representations for structured prediction tasks in an end-to-end fashion.
1.1 Contributions
Our main contributions are summarized as:
• Learning rich representations with a simple architecture. Using our zoom-out architecture
we learn rich representations at different scales, unlike previous state-of-the-art methods
which were based on hand-crafted features. Zoom-out exploits statistical and contextual
structure in the label space and dependencies between image elements at different
scales, without explicitly encoding them in a complex model. This results in a much
simpler and faster model at inference time. This is achieved by extracting and learning
features at different levels and scales which gives zoom-out architecture an ability
to encode local level features as well as high level contextual information. This is a
necessity for most of the structured prediction tasks.
• Powerful deep CNN-based architecture for semantic segmentation. We are the first ones to
show that segmentation, just like image classification, detection and other recognition
tasks, can benefit from the advent of deep convolutional networks.
• An end-to-end framework for structured visual prediction tasks. In Chapter 3 we show the
15
application of the zoom-out architecture for image segmentation. In Section 3.6 we
address some of the follow-up work that utilized zoom-out in different applications. In
Chapter 5 we apply zoom-out to depth estimation.
• Diverse sampling for weakly supervised segmentation. Our diverse sampling method for
providing point-wise semantic segmentation supervision from image-level classification
tags has almost no hyperparameters and significantly improves results over picking
random, dense or top k points with highest scores.
• Constructing and learning custom regularization functions. We propose a two-phase
training procedure for regularizing deep networks by modeling and predicting label
structure. Our experiments, in the context of semantic segmentation demonstrate that
our regularization strategy leads to consistent accuracy boosts over baselines, both
when training from scratch, or in combination with ImageNet pretraining.
• Unified architecture for predicting segmentation and depth. We show that it is possible to
predict depth directly from semantic segmentation maps. Based on this observation
we propose a two-part architecture for joint prediction of depth and semantic segmen-
tation which uses semantic segmentation as an intermediate representation for depth
estimation.
1.2 Thesis outline
In Chapter 3, we introduce a purely feed-forward architecture for semantic segmentation.
We map pixels/superpixels to rich feature representations extracted from a sequence of
nested regions of increasing extent. These regions are obtained by "zooming out" from
the pixel/superpixel all the way to scene-level resolution. This approach exploits statistical
16
structure in the image and label space without requiring explicit structured prediction mecha-
nisms, thus avoiding complex and expensive inference. Instead image elements are classified
by a feedforward multilayer network. We show that our rich image representation with a
simple linear classifier on top, significantly outperforms models based on state-of-the-art hand
designed features processed by complex CRF models.
Most recent progress in semantic segmentation can be attributed to advances in deep learn-
ing and to availability of large, manually labeled datasets. However, the cost and complexity
of annotating segmentation labels are significantly higher than that for classification. There
is mounting evidence that this task, while difficult, is not hopeless. Units sensitive to object
localization have been shown to emerge as part of the representations learned by convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) trained for image classification. In Chapter 4 we propose an
approach for learning category-level semantic segmentation purely from image-level clas-
sification tags indicating presence of categories. In the first chapter we proposed zoom-out
architecture to extract rich pixel-level features for the task of semantic segmentation. We can
tailor zoom-out architecture for the task of image classification by performing global pooling
on top of zoom-out features. This allows us to exploit localization cues that emerge from
training classification-tasked convolutional networks, to drive a weakly supervised process
that automatically labels a sparse, diverse training set of points likely to belong to classes of
interest. Our approach has almost no hyperparameters, is modular and obtains competitive
results on the VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark [10].
In computer vision, annotation is a sufficiently precious resource that it is commonplace
to pretrain systems on millions of labeled ImageNet [11] examples. These systems absorb
a useful generic visual representation ability during pretraining, before being fine-tuned to
perform more specific tasks using fewer labeled examples. Current state-of-the-art semantic
segmentation methods [12, 13, 14] follow such a strategy. Its necessity is driven by the high
17
relative cost of annotating ground truth for spatially detailed segmentations [15, 16], and the
accuracy gains achievable by combining different data sources and label modalities during
training. A collection of many images, coarsely annotated with a single label per image
(ImageNet [11]), is still quite informative in comparison to a smaller collection with detailed
per-pixel label maps for each image (PASCAL [15] or COCO [16]). In Chapter 5 we show
that detailed ground truth annotation of this latter form contains additional information that
existing schemes for training deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) fail to exploit. By
designing a new training procedure, we are able to capture some of this information, and as a
result increase accuracy at test time [17].
18
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
We present definitions and methods used in later chapters of this dissertation.
2.1 Segmentation
Segmentation refers to task of partitioning all or some part of the pixels in an image into
coherent regions, where pixels in each region share similar attributes. A coherent region can
be considered as a region in which pixels belong to it share similar feature statistics such as
similar colors or texture patterns. Here we categorize segmentation methods into two main
categories of semantic and class agnostic. There is also instance segmentation where the goal
is to identify all instances of the segmented objects in an image. However, we are not going
to address instance segmentation in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: An example image from BSDS dataset with its segmentation annotations provided
by 3 different annotators.
2.1.1 Class agnostic segmentation
In class agnostic segmentation, all or some of the pixels in the image will be partitioned into
coherent regions, but unlike semantic segmentation we won’t assign a class label to these
regions. Class agnostic segmentation methods can be supervised or unsupervised. An example
of rich dataset that can be used for supervised class agnostic segmentation is BSDS [18, 19].
It contains segmentation annotations by 3 different annotators for natural images. Figure 2.1
shows an example image with its segmentation annotations.
Large part of class agnostic segmentation literature addresses unsupervised learning of
segmentation. Unsupervised segmentation methods can be applied to wide variety of images
without requiring manually-labeled datasets and yet partition pixels to coherent regions. Since
no ground truth annotations are provided, coherency is usually defined by distance between
features of pixels withing the same segment.
Regardless of being supervised or unsupervised, part of class agnostic segmentation litrature
is focused on oversegmentation. Oversegmentation of an image produces regions which is
called superpixels. Superpixel methods can be based on low-level features such as color,
intensity and texture statistics[20, 21, 22, 23] or complex learned features of deep CNNs [24,
20
25]. One of the benefit of using superpixel representation is reducing computational cost
in many interesting segmentation methods. Semantic segmentation is viewed as structured
prediction task and hence it is common to use a random field or structured support vector
machine. Using superpixels will reduce the number of variables from order of millions (i.e.
number of pixels) to order of hundreds which in turn significantly reduces computational cost
of semantic segmentation methods.
One of the benefits of using a superpixel representation of an image over a pixel representa-
tion is that superpixels provide a rich spatial neighborhood around each pixel which respects
contours. This neighborhood can be used to compute local features, rather than extracting
local features from individual pixels or a random neighborhood around each pixel which may
not respect image contours or objects boundaries. In Chapter 3 we show the effectiveness of
implicitly encoding long and short range dependencies between image elements by extracting
features from different spatial levels area around each superpixel. Hence, class agnostic seg-
mentation can be viewed as a useful preprocessing step for downstream tasks such as semantic
segmentation. In Chapter 3 we show that the segments that are produced by unsupervised
segmentation methods can be subsumed by our semantic segmentation method to assign
class labels to superpixels. In the following we explain how SLIC [20], an unsupervised
segmentation method for producing superpixels works. We will use SLIC in Chapter 3.
2.1.1.1 SLIC
Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) is a class agnostic segmentation method that produces
regular and compact superpixels. With a tuned set of parameters SLIC superpixels respect
contours and objects’ boundaries. If we consider N to be number of pixels in an image then
the running time of SLIC is O(N). Having linear running time and producing high quality
compact superpixels, makes SLIC one of the fastest superpixel algorithms to be used as a
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preprocessing step in variety of downstream tasks, such as semantic segmentation and depth
estimation.
SLIC clusters pixels based on color features and spatial proximity. The color spaced that is
used in SLIC is CIELAB. In CIELAB color space, colors are defined by lab values which
has a nice property that the amount of visually perceived changes in color and brightness
corresponds to similar changes in lab values. SLIC performs clustering on five-dimensional
[labxy] space in which xy is the pixel coordinate. SLIC takes 2 parameters as input. The
main parameter is k, the desired number of superpixels. Once k is defined approximate size
of each superpixel in an image with N pixels will be N
K
pixels. This leads to a superpixel
roughly centered at every grid interval S =
√
N
K
.
The distance between each pixel to the center of a superpixel is based on two features:
CIELAB color values and spatial coordinates. Spatial distance is normalized in SLIC, since
directly using xy coordinates makes SLIC sensitive to the size of the image. In Equation 2.1.1
m is an input parameter to SLIC which controls relative weight of spatial distance with respect
to color distance. Larger values of m leads to more compact superpixels.
dlab =
√
(lk − li)2 + (ak − ai)2 + (bk − bi)2
dxy =
√
(xk − xi)2 + (yk − yi)2
Ds = dlab +
m
S
dxy (2.1.1)
Initially, superpixel centers are placed along a regular spatial grid at interval S. The superpixel
centers are associated with 5-dimensional vectors of color and coordinate features. These
superpixel centers are moved to a position that has the lowest image gradient within a 3× 3
neighborhood. This step prevents initial seeds from being placed at an edge or a noisy pixel.
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(a) k = 75,m = 15 (b) k = 75,m = 75
(c) k = 500,m = 15 (d) k = 500,m = 75
Figure 2.2: SLIC segmentation results with different values for number of superpixels k and
compactness factor m. Higher values of m produce superpixels that align less with image
contours and more with spatial grid.
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Next, each pixel in the image will be assigned to a closest superpixel center whose search area
overlaps this pixel. The search area for each superpixel is 2S × 2S area around the superpixel
center on the xy plane. Limiting the search space to 2S × 2S area around each superpixel
center makes SLIC one of the fastest superpixel algorithms. Once all pixels are associated
with their nearest superpixel centers, then new superpixel centers will be computed as the
average of 5-dimensional vectors of pixels belonging to them. This process will be iteratively
repeated till convergence. Algorithm 1 summarizes SLIC. Figure 2.2 shows superpixels
produced by SLIC with different values for number of superpixels k and compactness factor
m.
Algorithm 1 SLIC
1: Initialize k cluster centers along a regular spatial grid with grid intervals S.
2: Move cluster center’s to a position that has the lowest gradient within a 3× 3 neighbor-
hood.
3: Residual error E ←∞.
4: Pixel distance d(p)←∞ for each pixel p.
5: while E > threshold do
6: for each cluster center ci do
7: for each pixel p within 2S × 2S square neighborhood of ci do
8: compute the distance D (Eq. 2.1.1) between cluster center ci and p.
9: if distance D < d(p) then
10: Assign p to ci.
11: d(p)← D.
12: Compute new cluster centers based on pixel assignments
13: Compute residual error E between recomputed cluster centers and previous ones
2.1.2 Semantic segmentation
Semantic segmentation is a supervised segmentation in which the goal is to assign a label,
from a predefined set of class labels, to each pixel of a given image. In semantic segmentation,
ground truth annotations are provided. These annotations serve as a reference of what the
segmentation method should produce. In semantic segmentation, the set of object classes
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that we want to segment is well defined. Semantic segmentation does not differentiate
between multiple instances of the same object class. In instance segmentation the goal is to
identify all instances of the segmented objects in an image. However, instance segmentation
does not address non-object or stuff classes such as sky. We can be more ambitious and
consider panoptic segmentation [26] which unifies semantic segmentation and instance
segmentation. In Panoptic segmentation the goal is to asssign category level label to every
pixel in the given image and also identify object instances as well. This makes it a more
difficult task than semantic segmentation or instance segmentation. In this thesis, we focus on
semantic segmentation. Conditional random fields (CRFs) have been widely used in semantic
segmentation [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 3]. In the following we give an overview of CRFs and discuss
about pairwise CRFs for semantic segmentation.
2.1.2.1 Conditional random fields
Consider each pixel as a random discrete variable Xi. Then X = {X1, X2, X3, · · · , XN} is
a set of random variables corresponding to image pixels in an image I with N pixels. Each
variable Xi can take a label x ∈ {l1, l2, l3, · · · , lC}. P (X = x) is the probability of random
variables X taking any labeling x. Then the posterior distribution P (X = x|I) over the
labellings of the CRF is a Gibbs distribution:
P (X = x|I) = 1
Z
exp
−∑
c∈CG
φc(xc|I)
 , (2.1.2)
where Z is a normalization constant called partition function and G = (V , E) is a graph over
set of variables X . φc(xc|I) is the potential function over the variables in the clique c. The
corresponding Gibbs energy will be
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E(x) = −logP (X = x|I)− logZ =
∑
c∈CG
φc(xc|I). (2.1.3)
2.1.2.2 Pairwise CRFs for semantic segmentation
Semantic segmentation is widely treated as a structured prediction task in which labels
themselves exhibit internal structure. A common approach is to utilize conditional random
fields and frame semantic segmentation as an energy minimization problem over pixel or
superpixel labelings. Energy minimization will be done over unary, pairwise and possibly
higher-order terms.
In our notations we use ψc(xc) to denote φc(xc|I). The corresponding energy for CRF
model with unary and pairwise potentials is
E(x) =
∑
i∈V
ψi(xi) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
ψij(xi, xj). (2.1.4)
The unary term is usually based on estimated probability of a pixel or superpixel to take
on a particular label produced by a classifier. Pairwise terms capture labeling dependencies
between pair of variables corresponding to pixels or superpixels. Pairwise terms are often
called smoothness terms, because they advocates neighboring pixels receive same labels.
Depending on the CRF model, pairwise connections can be limited to neighboring pixels,
which results in capturing only short-range dependecies. In dense and fully connected CRFs,
pairwise term can capture both short-range and long-range dependecies between pairs of
variables. Local evidence is often incorporated in unary terms, while interactions between
label assignments are captured by pairwise terms. Krähenbühl et al. [3] introduce one of the
most successful and widely-used inference methods for fully connected CRFs. When the
graph G = (V , E) in Equation 2.1.4 is a complete graph on X, then the corresponding CRF
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model is a fully connected pairwise CRF. The pairwise potential in [3] has the form
ψij(xi, xj) = µ(xi, xj)
K∑
m=1
w(m)k(m)(fi, fj). (2.1.5)
In Equation 2.1.5, µ is a smoothness term which encourages nearby similar pixels to have the
same label. w(m) are linear combination weights and each k(m) is a Gaussian kernel
k(m)(fi, fj) = exp
(
−1
2
(fi − fj)TΛ(m)(fi − fj)
)
, (2.1.6)
where fi, fj are feature vectors of pixels i and j. In Chapter 4 we apply fully connected
pairwise CRFs to the output of our weakly supervised semantic segmentation model.
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Chapter 3
Zoom-out Features
We introduce the zoom-out architecture, a purely feed-forward architecture for semantic
segmentation. We map small image elements to rich feature representations extracted from
a sequence of nested regions of increasing extent. These regions are obtained by "zooming
out" from the pixel/superpixel all the way to scene-level resolution. This approach exploits
statistical structure in the image and in the label space without setting up explicit structured
prediction mechanisms, and thus avoids complex and expensive inference. In Chapter 4 we
will use zoom-out representations to learn category-level semantic segmentation purely from
image-level classification tags.
3.1 Introduction
Learning rich representations of data is an essential block of recognition in modern computer
vision. Consider one of the central vision tasks, semantic segmentation: assigning to each
pixel in an image a category-level label. Despite the attention it has received, it remains
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challenging, largely due to complex interactions between neighboring as well as distant image
elements, the importance of global context, and the interplay between semantic labeling and
instance-level detection. A widely accepted conventional wisdom, followed in much of the
segmentation literature, is that segmentation should be treated as a structured prediction task,
which most often means using a random field or structured support vector machine model of
considerable complexity. Refer to Section 2.1.2 for further details.
This in turn brings up severe challenges, among them the intractable nature of inference
and learning in many “interesting” models. To alleviate this, many previously proposed
methods rely on a pre-processing stage, or a few stages, to produce a manageable number of
hypothesized regions, or even complete segmentations, for an image. These are then scored,
ranked or combined in a variety of ways.
φ1 . . . φ6 . . . φ10 . . . φ13 φwindow φscene
multi-layer perceptron
“car”
Figure 3.1: Schematic description of our approach. Features are extracted from a nested
sequence of “zoom-out” regions around the superpixel at hand (red). Here we show four out
of thirteen levels: 1 (cyan), 6 (olive), 10 (purple) and 13 (blue), as well as the window level
(orange) and scene level (green). The features computed at all levels are comcantenated and
fed to a multi-layer perceptron that classifies the superpixel.
Here we consider a departure from these conventions, and approach semantic segmentation
as a single-stage classification task, in which each image element (pixel or superpixel) is
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labeled by a feedforward model, based on the evidence computed from the image. Surprisingly,
in experiments on PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark, we show that this simple
sounding approach leads to results significantly surpassing previously published ones.
The “secret” behind our method is that the evidence used in the feedforward classification
is not computed from a small local region in isolation, but collected from a sequence of
levels, obtained by “zooming out” from the close-up view of the superpixel. Starting from the
superpixel itself, to a small region surrounding it, to a larger region around it and all the way
to the entire image, we compute a rich feature representation at each level and combine all
the features before feeding them to a classifier. This allows us to exploit statistical structure
in the label space and dependencies between image elements at different resolutions without
explicitly encoding these in a complex model.
We do not mean to dismiss structured prediction or inference, and as we discuss in Sec-
tion 3.6, these tools are complementary to our architecture. In this chapter we explore how far
we can go without resorting to explicitly structured models.
We use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract features from larger zoom-out
regions. CNNs, (re)introduced to vision in 2012, have facilitated a dramatic advance in
classification, detection, fine-grained recognition and other vision tasks. Segmentation has
remained conspicuously left out from this wave of progress; while image classification and
detection accuracies on VOC has improved by nearly 50% (relative), segmentation numbers
has improved only modestly. A big reason for this was that neural networks were inherently
geared for “non-structured” classification and regression. In this work we propose a way
to leverage the power of representations learned by CNNs, by framing segmentation as
classification and making the structured aspect of it implicit. Finally, we show that use
of a multi-layer neural network trained with asymmetric loss to classify pixels/superpixels
represented by zoom-out features, leads to significant improvement in segmentation accuracy
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over simpler models and conventional (symmetric) loss.
Below we give a high-level description of our method, then discuss related work and
position our work in its context. Most of the technical details are deferred to Section 3.4, in
which we describe implementation and report on results, before concluding in Section 3.6.
3.2 Related work
The literature on segmentation is vast, and here we only mention work that is either significant
as having achieved state-of-the-art performance in recent times, or is closely related to ours
in some way. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we compare our performance to that of most of the
methods mentioned here.
Many prominent segmentation methods rely on conditional random fields (CRFs) over
nodes corresponding to pixels or superpixels. Such models incorporate local evidence in
unary potentials, while interactions between label assignments are captured by pairwise and
possibly higher-order potentials. This includes various hierarchical CRFs [2, 4, 5, 8]. In
contrast, we let the zoom-out features (in CRF terminology, the unary potentials) capture
higher-order structure.
Another recent trend has been to follow a multi-stage approach: First a set of proposal
regions is generated, by a category-independent [27, 28] or category-aware [29] mechanism.
Then the regions are scored or ranked based on their compatibility with the target classes.
Work in this vein includes [30, 31, 29, 32, 33]. A similar approach is taken in [6], where
multiple segmentations obtained from [30] are re-ranked using a discriminatively trained
model. Recent advances along these lines include [34], which uses CNNs, and [35], which
improves upon the re-ranking in [6], also using CNN-based features. In contrast to most of
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the work in this group, we do not rely on region generators, and directly operate on pixels or
limit preprocessing to over-segmentation of the image into a large number of superpixels.
The idea of using non-local evidence in segmentation, and specifically of computing
features over a neighborhood of superpixels, was introduced in [36] and [37]; other early
work on using forms of context for segmentation includes [2]. A study in [38] concluded that
non-unary terms may be unnecessary when neighborhood and global information is captured
by unary terms, but the results were significantly inferior to state of the art at the time.
Recent work closest to ours includes [39, 40, 41, 9, 42]. In [39], the same CNN is applied on
different resolutions of the image and combined with a tree-structured graph over superpixels
to impose smoothness. In [9] the features applied to multiple levels are also homogeneous,
and hand-crafted rather than learned. In [40] there is also a single CNN, but it is applied
in a recurrent fashion, i.e., input to the network includes, in addition to the scaled image,
the feature maps computed by the network at a previous level. A similar idea is pursued
in [42], where it is applied to boundary detection in 3D biological data. In contrast with all of
these, we use different feature extractors across levels, some of them with a much smaller
receptive field than any of the networks in the literature. We show in Section 4.4 that our
approach obtains better performance (on Stanford Background Dataset) than that reported
for [39, 40, 41, 9]; no comparison to [42] is available.
Finally, our work shares some ideas with other concurrent efforts. In Fully Convolutional
Networks (FCN) [43] the fully connected layers are converted to convolutional layers. Seg-
mentation predictions are produced at different layers in the network and then upsampled and
summed to produce final segmentation output. The main difference with Fully Convolutional
Networks (FCN) [43] is that we concatenate features, rather than summing predictions up
across levels. This allows a multi-layer network on top of zoom-out features to combine them
with a learned non-linear function. Hpercolumns [44] is closest to our method where they
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concatenate features across different layers of network. However we incorporate a much
wider range of zoom-out levels, including scene level features for each superpixel. As a
result we achieve a significantly better performance on VOC 2012 test set than either of these
methods.
3.3 Zoom-out feature fusion
We cast category-level segmentation of an image as classifying a set of pixels/superpixels.
In the case of superpixels, since we expect to apply the same classification machine to every
superpixel, we would like the nature of the superpixels to be similar, in particular their size.
In our experiments we use SLIC [45], but other methods that produce nearly-uniform grid
of superpixels might work similarly well. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 provides a few illustrative
examples for this discussion. As it is shown in 3.3 local patches are ambiguous in a sense that
it is difficult to tell which objects they belong to. As we zoom out and look at larger regions
we can access rich contextual information. In the following we describe different levels of
zoom-out features. For the following sections we focus on superpixels. In Section 3.5 we
discuss zoom-out descriptors for pixels.
C
B
A
A
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C
Figure 3.2: Examples of zoom-out regions. We show four out of fifteen levels: 1(cyan, nearly
matching the superpixel boundaries), 6 (olive), 10 (purple) and 13 (blue).
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Figure 3.3: Showing three superpixels in each image (top), followed by corresponding zoom-
out regions that are seen by the segmenation process, (left) superpixel, (center) proximal
region, (right) distant. As we zoom in from image to the superpixel level, it becomes
increasingly hard to tell what we are looking at; however, the higher zoom-out levels provide
rich contextual information.
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3.3.1 Scoping the zoom-out features
The main idea of our zoom-out architecture is to allow features extracted from different levels
of spatial context around the superpixel to contribute to the labeling decision at that superpixel.
Before going into specifics of how we define the zoom-out levels, we discuss the role we
expect different levels to play.
Local The narrowest scope is the superpixel itself. We expect the features extracted here to
capture local evidence: color, texture, small intensity/gradient patterns, and other properties
computed over a relatively small contiguous set of pixels. The local features may be quite
different even for neighboring superpixels, especially if these straddle category or object
boundaries.
Proximal As we zoom out and include larger spatial area around the superpixel, we can
capture visual cues from surrounding superpixels. Features computed from these levels may
capture information not available in the local scope; e.g., for locations at the boundaries of
objects they will represent the appearance of both categories. For classes with non-uniform
appearance they may better capture characteristic distributions for that class. We can expect
somewhat more complex features to be useful at this level, but it is usually still too myopic
for confident reasoning about presence of objects.
Two neighboring superpixels could still have quite different features at this level, however
some degree of smoothness is likely to arise from the significant overlap between neighbors’
proximal regions, e.g., A and B in Fig. 3.2. As another example, consider color features
over the body of a leopard; superpixels for individual dark brown spots might appear quite
different from their neighbors (yellow fur) but their proximal regions will have pretty similar
distributions (mix of yellow and brown). Superpixels that are sufficiently far from each other
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could still, of course, have drastically different proximal features, e.g., A and C in Fig. 3.2.
Distant Zooming out further, we move to the distant levels : regions large enough to include
sizeable fractions of objects, and sometimes entire objects. At this level our scope is wide
enough to allow reasoning about shape, presence of more complex patterns in color and
gradient, and the spatial layout of such patterns. Therefore we can expect more complex
features that represent these properties to be useful here. Distant regions are more likely to
straddle true boundaries in the image, and so this higher-level feature extraction may include
a significant area in both the category of the superpixel at hand and nearby categories. For
example, consider a person sitting on a chair; bottle on a dining table; pasture animals on the
background of grass, etc. Naturally we expect this to provide useful information on both the
appearance of a class and its context.
For nearby superpixels and far enough zoom-out level, distant regions will have a very large
overlap, which will gradually diminish with distance between superpixels. This is likely to
lead to somewhat gradual changes in features, and to impose a system of implicit smoothness
“terms”, which depend both on the distance in the image and on the similarity in appearance in
and around superpixels. Imposing such smoothness in a CRF usually leads to a very complex,
intractable model.
Scene The final zoom-out scope is the entire scene. Features computed at this level capture
“what kind of an image” we are looking at. One aspect of this global context is image-level
classification: since state of the art in image classification seems to be dramatically higher
than that of detection or segmentation [46, 47]. We can expect image-level features to help
determine presence of categories in the scene and thus guide the segmentation.
More subtly, features that are useful for classification can be directly useful for global
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support of local labeling decisions; e.g., lots of green in an image supports labeling a (non-
green) superpixel as cow or sheep more than it supports labeling that superpixel as chair
or bottle, other things being equal. Or, lots of straight vertical lines in an image would
perhaps suggest man-made environment, thus supporting categories relevant to indoors or
urban scenes more than, say, wildlife.
At this global level, all superpixels in an image will of course have the same features,
imposing (implicit, soft) global constraints. This is yet another form of high-order interaction
that is hard to capture in a CRF framework, despite numerous attempts [8].
3.3.1.1 CNN-based zoom-out
A feature map computed by a convolutional layer with k filters assigns a k-dimensional
feature vector to each receptive field of that layer. For most layers, this feature map is of lower
resolution than the original image, due to sub-sampling induced by pooling and possibly
stride in filtering at previous layers. We upsample the feature map to the original image
resolution, if necessary. This produces a k-dimensional feature vector for every pixel in
the image. Pooling these vectors over a superpixel gives us a k-dimensional feature vector
describing that superpixel. Figure 3.4 illustrated this feature computation for a superpixel
with a toy network with three convolutional layers, interleaved with two pooling layers (2×2
non-overlapping pooling receptive fields). We can also directly classify pixels rather than
superpixels, once we have computed k-dimensional feature vector for every pixel in the image.
In Section 3.5 we will discuss the results of directly classifying pixels with zoom-out features.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of zoom-out feature extraction procedure for a simple network with
three convolutional and two pooling layers.
3.3.2 Learning to label with asymmetric loss
Once we have computed the zoom-out features we simply concatenate them into a feature
vector representing a superpixel. For superpixel s in image I, we will denote this feature
vector as
φzoom-out(s, I) = [φ1(s, I) . . . ,φL(s, I)]
where L is the number of levels in the zoom-out architecture. For the training data, we
will associate a single category label ys with each superpixel s. This decision carries some
risk, since in any non-trivial over-segmentation some of the superpixels will not be perfectly
aligned with ground truth boundaries. In Section 3.4 we evaluate this risk empirically for our
choice of superpixel settings and confirm that it is indeed minimal.
Now we are ready to train a classifier that maps s in image I to ys based on φzoom-out; this
requires choosing the empirical loss function to be minimized, subject to regularization. In
semantic segmentation settings, a factor that must impact this choice is the highly imbalanced
nature of the labels. Some categories are much more common than others, but our goal
(encouraged by the way benchmarks like VOC evaluate segmentations) is to predict them
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equally well. It is well known that training on imbalanced data without taking precautions
can lead to poor results [39, 40, 5]. A common way to deal with this is to stratify the training
data; in practice this means that we throw away a large fraction of the data corresponding to
the more common classes. We follow an alternative which we find less wasteful, and which
in our experience often produces dramatically better results: use all the data, but change the
loss. There has been some work on loss design for learning segmentation [48], but the simple
weighted loss we describe below has to our knowledge been missed in segmentation literature,
with the exception of [49] and [5], where it was used for binary segmentation.
Let the frequency of class c in the training data be fc, with
∑
c fc = 1. Our choice of loss
is log-loss. We scale it by the inverse frequency of each class, effectively giving each pixel of
less frequent classes more importance:
− 1
N
N∑
i=1
1
fyi
log p̂ (yi|φ(si, Ii)) , (3.3.1)
where p̂ (yi|φ(si, Ii)) is the estimated probability of the correct label for segment si in image
Ii, according to our model. The loss in (3.4.1) is still convex, and only requires minor changes
in implementation.
3.4 Experiments
Our main set of experiments focuses on the PASCAL VOC category-level segmentation
benchmark with 21 categories, including the catch-all background category. VOC is widely
considered to be one of the main semantic segmentation benchmarks. The original data set
labeled with segmentation ground truth consists of train and val portions (about 1,500
images in each). Ground truth labels for additional 9,118 images have been provided by
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authors of [50], and are commonly used in training segmentation models. In all experiments
below, we used the combination of these additional images with the original train set for
training, and val was used only as held out validation set, to tune parameters and to perform
ablation studies.
The main measure of success is accuracy on the test, which for VOC 2012 consists of 1,456
images. No ground truth is available for test, and accuracy on it can only be obtained by
uploading predicted segmentations to the evaluation server. The standard evaluation measure
for category-level segmentation in VOC benchmarks is per-pixel accuracy, defined as Jaccard
index or intersection of the predicted and true sets of pixels for a given class c, divided by
their union (IoU in short).
IoUc(yˆ, y) =
|{yˆ = c} ∩ {y = c}|
|{yˆ = c} ∪ {y = c}| (3.4.1)
in which y is provided ground truth labels and yˆ is predicted labels. This is averaged across
the 21 classes to provide a single accuracy number, mean IoU, usually used to measure overall
performance of a method.
3.4.1 Zoom-out feature extraction
We obtained roughly 500 SLIC superpixels [45] per image (the exact number varies per
image), with the parameter m that controls the tradeoff between spatial and color proximity
set to 15, producing superpixels which tend to be of uniform size and regular shape, but
adhere to local boundaries when color evidence compels it. This results in average superpixel
region of 450 pixels.
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One way to compute zoom-out features is to set the number and scope of zoom-out levels
manually, and use hand-crafted features to describe these levels. However, as we described
in Section 3.3.1.1, we can utilize CNNs to provide both the feature values and the zoom-out
levels. As it is shown in Table 3.2 the latter leads to a simpler implementation and superior
performance comparing to zoom-out manual.
3.4.1.1 Manual zoom-out
To represent a superpixel we use a number of well known features as well as a small set of
learned features.
Color We compute histograms separately for each of the three L*a*b color channels, using
32 as well as 8 bins, using equally spaced binning; this yields 120 feature dimensions.
We also compute the entropy of each 32-bin histogram as an additional scalar feature
(+3 dimensions). Finally, we also re-compute histograms using adaptive binning, based
on observed quantiles in each image (+120 dimensions).
Texture Texture is represented by histogram of texton assignments, with 64-texton [2, 51]
dictionary computed over a sampling of images from the training set. This histogram is
augmented with the value of its entropy. In total there are 65 texture-related channels.
SIFT A richer set of features capturing appearance is based on “bag of words” representations
computed over SIFT [52] descriptors. The descriptors are computed over a regular grid
(every 8 pixels), on 8- and 18-pixel patches, separately for each L*a*b channel. All
the descriptors are assigned to a dictionary of 500 visual words. Resulting assignment
histograms are averaged for two patch sizes in each channel, yielding a total of 1500
values, plus 6 values for the entropies of the histograms.
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Location Finally, we encode superpixel’s location, by computing its image-normalized
coordinates relative to the center as well as its shift from the center (the absolute value
of the coordinates); this produces four feature values.
Local CNN Instead of using hand-crafted features we could learn a representation for the
superpixel using a CNN. We trained a network with 3 convolutional (conv) + pooling +
RELU layers, with 32, 32 and 64 filters respectively, followed by two fully connected
layers (1152 units each) and finally a softmax layer. The input to this network is the
bounding box of the superpixel, resized to 25×25 pixels and padded to 35 × 35, in
L*a*b color space. The filter sizes in all layers are 5×5; the pooling layers all have
3×3 receptive fields, with stride of 2. We trained the network using back-propagation,
with the objective of minimizing log-loss for superpixel classification. The output of
the softmax layer of this network is used as a 21-dimensional feature vector. Another
network with the same architecture was trained on binary classification of foreground
vs. background classes; that gives us two more features.
3.4.1.2 Proximal features
We use the same set of hand-crafted features as for local regions, but average them over super-
pixels in proximal region around each superpixel. This results in 1818 feature dimensions.
3.4.1.3 Distant and scene features
For distant and scene features we use deep CNNs originally trained to classify images. In
our initial experiments we used the CNN-S network in [53]. It has 5 convolution layers
(three of them followed by pooling) and two fully connected layers. To extract the relevant
features, we resize either the distant region or the entire image to 224×224 pixels, feed it to
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the network, and record the activation values of the last fully-connected layer with 4096 units.
In a subsequent set of experiments we switched from CNN-S to a 16 layer network introduced
in [54]. This network, which we refer to as VGG-16, contains more layers that apply non-
linear transformations, but with smaller filters, and thus may learn richer representation with
fewer parameters. It has produced excellent results on image classification and recently has
been reported to lead to a much better performance when used in detection [55]. As reported
below, we also observe a significant improvement when using VGG-16 to extract distant and
global features, compared to performance with CNN-S. Note that both networks we used were
originally trained for 1000-category ImageNet classification task, and we did not fine-tune it
in any way on VOC data.
3.4.1.4 CNN-based zoom-out
Given a CNN, we associate a zoom-out level with every convolutional layer in the network. For
the following experiments, we use the 16-layer network from [54], with the final classification
layer removed. This network, which we refer to as VGG-16, has 13 convolutional layers,
yielding 13 zoom-out levels (see Fig. 3.4). In Section 3.5 we apply zoom-out to modern
backbones such as ResNet [56], DenseNet [57] and NASNet [58] .
To compute sub-scene level features, we take the bounding box of superpixels within
radius three from the superpixel at hand (i.e., neighbors, their neighbors and their neighbors’
neighbors). This bounding box is warped to canonical resolution of 256× 256 pixels, and fed
to the CNN; the activations of the last fully connected layer are the window level features.
Finally, the scene level features are computed by feeding the entire image, again resized to
canonical resolution of 256× 256 pixels, to the CNN, and extracting the activations of the
last fully connected layer.
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Group Level Dim Unit RF size Region size
G1 1 64 3 32
G1 2 64 5 36
G2 3 128 10 45
G2 4 128 14 52
G3 5 256 24 70
G3 6 256 32 84
G3 7 256 40 98
G4 8 512 60 133
G4 9 512 76 161
G4 10 512 92 190
G5 11 512 132 250
G5 12 512 164 314
G5 13 512 196 365
S1 subscene 4096 – 130
S2 scene 4096 – varies
Table 3.1: Statistics of the zoom-out features induced by the 16 layer CNN. Dim: dimension
of feature vector. Unit RF size is size of receptive field of a CNN unit in pixels of 256× 256
input image. Region size: average size of receptive field of the zoom-out feature in pixels
of original VOC images. The group designation is referred to by design of experiments in
Section 3.4.3.
Feature parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. Concatenating all the features yields
a 12,416-dimensional representation for a superpixel. Following common practice, we
also extract the features at all levels from the mirror image (left-right reflection, with the
superpixels mirrored as well), and take element-wise max over the resulting two feature
vectors.
Method mean IoU
manual zoom-out CNN-S 57.1
manual zoom-out VGG-16 63.5
CNN-based zoom-out VGG-16 69.9
Table 3.2: comparison of setting the number and scope of zoom-out levels manually versus
CNN-based zoom-out.
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3.4.2 Learning setup
To rule out significant loss of accuracy due to reduction of image labeling to superpixel
labeling, we evaluated the achievable accuracy under “oracle” labeling. Assigning each
superpixel a category label based on the majority vote by pixels in it produces mean IoU of
94.4% on VOC 2012 val. Thus, we can assume that loss of accuracy due to our commitment
to superpixel boundaries is going to play a minimal role in our results.
With more than 10,000 images and roughly 500 superpixels per image, we have more than
5 million training examples. We trained various classifiers on this data, with asymmetric
log-loss (3.4.1), using Caffe [59] on a single machine equipped with a Tesla K40 GPU. During
training we used fixed learning rate of 0.0001, and weight decay factor of 0.001.
Region type oracle mIoU zoom-out mIoU
SLIC-500 94.4 69.9
rectangles-500 87.2 64.3
Table 3.3: Effect of replacing SLIC superpixels with an equal number of rectangular regions.
Results on VOC 2012 val, mean class IoU.
3.4.3 Analysis of contribution of zoom-out levels
To assess the importance of features extracted at different zoom-out levels, we experimented
with various feature subsets, as shown in Table 3.4. For each subset, we train a linear (softmax)
classifier on VOC 2012 train and evaluate performance on VOC 2012 val. The feature
set designations refer to the groups listed in Table 3.1.
It is evident that each of the zoom-out levels contributes to the eventual accuracy. Qualita-
tively, we observe that complex features computed at sub-scene and scene levels play a role
in establishing the right set of labels for an image, while features derived from convolutional
layers of the CNN are important in localization of object boundaries; a few examples in
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Figure 3.6 illustrate this. We also confirmed empirically that learning with asymmetric loss
leads to dramatically better performance compared to standard, symmetric loss (and no data
balancing).
aeroplane bicycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow diningtable
dog horse motorbike person pottedplant sheep sofa train tvmonitor
Figure 3.5: Color code for VOC categories. Background is black.
Figure 3.6: Examples illustrating the effect of zoom-out levels. From left: original image,
ground truth, levels G1:3, G1:5, G1:5+S1, and the full set of zoom-out features G1:5+S1+S2.
In all cases a linear model is used to label superpixels. See Figure 3.5 for category color code,
and Table 3.1 for level notation.
Feature set mean IoU
G1 6.0
G1-2 10.1
G1-3 16.3
G1-4 26.3
G1-5 41.8
G1-5+S1 51.2
G1-5+S2 57.3
G4-5+S1+S2 58.0
full zoom-out: G1-5+S1+S2 58.6
Table 3.4: Ablation study: importance of features from different levels under linear superpixel
classification. Results on VOC 2012 val, mean class IoU.
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Next we explored the impact of switching from linear softmax models to multilayer neural
networks, evaluating a sequence of models on VOC 2012 val. Introducing a single layer
of 1024 hidden units, with RELU nonlinearity, increased IoU from 58.6 to 68.4; additional
hidden units (1500 or 2048) didn’t increase it further. Adding another layer with 1024 units,
and introducing dropout [60] improved IoU to 69.9, and this is the model we adopt for final
evaluation on the test set. The test results are shown in Table 3.5.
Method VOC2010 VOC2011 VOC2012
zoom-out (ours), CVPR15 69.9 69.4 69.6
FCN-8s, CVPR15 [61] – 62.7 62.2
Hypercolumns, CVPR15 [62] – – 59.2
DivMbest+CNN, arXiv14 [35] – – 52.2
SDS, ECCV14 [34] – 52.6 51.6
DivMbest+rerank, CVPR13 [6] – – 48.1
Codemaps, ICCV13 [33] – – 48.3
O2P , ECCV12 [30] – 47.6 47.8
Regions & parts, CVPR12 [29] – 40.8 –
Harmony potentials, IJCV12 [8] 40.1 – –
D-sampling, ICCV11 [38] 33.5 – –
Table 3.5: Results on VOC 2010, 2011 and 2012 test. Mean IoU is shown, see Table 3.6 for
per-class accuracies of the zoom-out method.
To evaluate importance of our reliance on superpixels we also evaluated an architecture
in which SLIC superpixels are replaced by an equal number of rectangular regions. The
achievable accuracy on VOC 2012 val with this over-segmentation is 87.2, compared to
94.4 with superpixels. The difference is due to failure of the rectangular grid to adhere to
boundaries around thin structures or fine shape elements. Similar gap persists when we
apply the full zoom-our architecture to the rectangular regions instead of superpixels: we get
mean IoU of 64.3, more than 5 points below the result with superpixels. These results are
summarized in Table 3.3. In Section 3.5 we run set of experiments in which individual pixels
are being classified rather than superpixels.
Finally, we investigated the effect of replacing VGG-16 from [54] with a previously widely
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used 7-layer CNN referred to as CNN-S in [53]. This net almost identical to the celebrated
AlexNet [63]. Our experience is consistent with previously reported results where the two
networks were compared as feature extractors on a variety of tasks [55, 54, 61]: there is a
significant drop in performance when we use the full zoom-out architecture using CNN-S
compared to the zoom-out with VGG-16 (mean IoU 45.4 vs. 58.6).
class m
ea
n
bg
acc 69.6 91.9 85.6 37.3 83.2 62.5 66 85.1 80.7 84.9 27.2 73.3 57.5 78.1 79.2 81.1 77.1 53.6 74 49.2 71.7 63.3
Table 3.6: Detailed results of our method on VOC 2012 test.
Figure 3.7 displays example segmentations. Many of the segmentations have moderate
to high accuracy, capturing correct classes, in correct layout, and sometimes including level
of detail that is usually missing from over-smoothed segmentations obtained by CRFs or
generated by region proposals. On the other hand, despite the smoothness imposed by higher
zoom-out levels, the segmentations we get do tend to be under-smoothed, and in particular
include little “islands” of often irrelevant categories. To some extent this might be alleviated
by post-processing; we found that we could learn a classifier for isolated regions that with
reasonable accuracy decides when these must be “flipped” to the surrounding label, and
this improves results on val by about 0.5%, while making the segmentations more visually
pleasing. However, We do not pursue this ad-hoc approach, and instead discuss in Chapter 5
more principled remedies.
3.4.4 Results on Stanford Background Dataset
For some of the closely related recent work results on VOC are not available, so to allow for
empirical comparison, we also ran an experiment on Stanford Background Dataset (SBD).
It has 715 images of outdoor scenes, with dense labels for eight categories. We applied the
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Figure 3.7: Example segmentations on VOC 2012 val with 3-layer neural network used to
classify full zoom-out representation of superpixels (15 zoom-out levels). See Figure 3.5 for
category color code.
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same zoom-out architecture to this dataset as to VOC, except that the classifier had only 128
hidden units (due to much smaller size of the data set).
There is no standard train/test partition of SBD; the established protocol calls for reporting
5-fold cross validation results. There is also no single performance measure; two commonly
reported measures are per-pixel accuracy and average class accuracy (the latter is different
from the VOC measure in that it does not directly penalize false positives). The results in
Table 3.7 show that the zoom-out architecture obtains results better than those in [40] and [39],
both in class accuracy and in pixel accuracy.
Method pixel accuracy class accuracy
zoom-out (ours) 86.1 80.9
Multiscale CNN [39] 81.4 76.0
Recurrent CNN [40] 80.2 69.9
Pylon [5] 81.9 72.4
Recursive NN [41] 78.1 –
Multilevel [9] 78.4 –
Table 3.7: Results on Stanford Background Dataset
3.5 Zoom-out with modern deep CNNs
In this section we explore the performance of zoom-out architecture by end-to-end training of
zoom-out descriptors. We utilize modern deep CNNs such as ResNet [56], DenseNet [57]
and NASNet [58] as a backbone of zoom-out architecture.
Huang et al. [57] introduced Dense Convolutional Network "DenseNet". DenseNet rep-
resents the latest high-performance evolution of ResNet-like designs. A DenseNet contains
multiple dense blocks. A dense block consists of multiple convolutional layers where each
layer is connected to every other layer. All layers within the same dense block operate on
the feature maps of the same spatial size. Each convolutional layer within a dense block
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of zoom-out DenseNet with three dense blocks.
produces k feature maps at its output. The hyperparameter k is called the growth rate of
DenseNet. After each dense block a down sampling operation is applied which increases
the receptive field of the subsequent dense blocks. By using DenseNet as a backbone of the
zoom-out architecture, we create direct connections from dense blocks at different scales to
the prediction layer. The pixel classifier on top of zoom-out features consists of 3-layer CNN
with 1× 1 convolutions with 1000 hidden units in each layer. Figure 3.8 illustrates zoom-out
DenseNet with three dense blocks. We use ImageNet pretrained 121-layer and 201-layer
DenseNets. The growth rate for both DenseNets is 32.
We have also used ResNet as backbone of zoom-out architecture. For the case of ResNet,
we extract zoom-out features at the end of each ResNet block before downsampling. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows zoom-out ResNet with three ResNet blocks. We also apply pyramid pooling
module [14] to zoom-out features.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of zoom-out ResNet with three ResNet blocks. Dashed lines denote
spatial size reduction of feature maps by the factor of two.
3.5.1 Experiments
Similar to previous settings, zoom-out spatial feature size is set to 1/4 of input image size. For
the following experiments, we directly classify pixels rather than superpixels. Experiments
are done in PyTorch [64], using the Adam [65] update rule when training networks. We keep
the batch norm parameters of ImageNet pretrained backbones frozen. We train the classifier
and fine-tune the backbone for 60 epochs with learning rates of 10−4 and 10−5 respectively.
Then we decrease the learning rate to 10−5 for the classifier and to 10−6 for the backbone and
train end-to-end for additional 40 epochs. We use a batch size of 12 when the models are
trained on input of size 256× 256 and batch size of 8 when the input size is 384× 384.
Data augmentation includes: a random horizontal flip and a crop of random size in the 0.5
to 2.0 range of the original size and a random aspect ratio of 3/4 to 4/3 of the original aspect
ratio, which is finally resized to create a 256× 256 or 384× 384 image. Pretrained models
are based on the PyTorch torchvision library [66].
When COCO [16] pretraining is used, we only train on images that contain one or more
object classes that are in PASCAL. We consider COCO object classes that are not in PASCAL
as background. This leaves us with around 80000 training images. Once the model is
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converged, we fine tune it on PASCAL with initial learning rate of 10−5 for the pixel classifier
and and 10−6 for the COCO pretrained model.
Multi-scale inference refers to running inference on the validation images at multiple scales.
We resize validation images such that the smaller side has lengths of 256, 384 and original
length. The larger side of the image is resized such that resized image keeps the original
aspect ratio. We also perform inference on the horizontally flipped images as well. For each
of these inputs, we compute segmentation predictions and resize it to the original input size.
At the end we average these predictions.
Table 3.8 summarizes zoom-out performance with DenseNet, ResNet and NASNet back-
bones on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set. Using DenseNet, ResNet, or NASNet signifi-
cantly improves results over zoom-out with VGG-16. This is consistent with the observation
that we had earlier in section 3.4 when we replaced CNN-S with VGG-16. These results also
demonstrate that zoom-out can easily be integrated with modern architectures and achieve
comparable accuracy with recently proposed methods for semantic segmentation [67, 68].
Applying fully connected CRFs (2.1.2.1) to our best performing model, zoom-out NASNet-A
adds 0.1% to mIoU. This minor improvement in mIoU suggests our zoom-out architecture
has captured short-range and long-range dependencies between image elements.
Method Crop size MS inference COCO Mean IoU
zoom-out DenseNet-121 256× 256 - - 73.7
zoom-out DenseNet-201 256× 256 - - 77.4
zoom-out DenseNet-201 256× 256 - - 78.6
zoom-out DenseNet-201 384× 384 X - 79.6
zoom-out NASNet-A 384× 384 X - 81.4
zoom-out NASNet-A 384× 384 X X 84.7
zoom-out NASNet-A CRF 384× 384 X X 84.8
Table 3.8: VOC12 validation mIoU of zoom-out with DenseNet and NASNet backbones.
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Comparison with recent methods based on dilated/atrous convolution We compare
zoom-out with recent approaches for sematic segmentation. The key idea behind atrous/dilated
convolution was originally developed by Holschneider et al. [69] for wavelet decomposition.
Dilated convolutions for semantic segmentation were introduced after zoom-out by Yu et
al. [67]. Dilated convolution is designed to exponentially increase the receptive field of convo-
lutional layers without sacrificing spatial resolution of feature maps by applying convolution
to input with defined gaps. For the dilated ResNet experments we use the model released by
Zhou et al. [70]. A similar approach, called atrous convolution, has been also deployed in
DeepLab architecture [68]. As it is shown in table 3.9, zoom-out achieves similar accuracy
to the methods that use dilated/atrous convolution approach. However, it achieves similar
accuracy with lower processing and memory consumption costs. In dilated convolution based
architectures, mid to late stage DenseNet/ResNet blocks operate on feature responses with
spatial resolution of size 1/8 of input, while in a normal ResNet/DenseNet these layers operate
on gradually decreasing resolutions of 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32. Mid/late stage ResNet/DenseNet
blocks contain convolutional layers with an increased number of channels, compared to early
stage convolutional layers. Operating on large spatial resolution significantly reduces network
speed. Table 3.8 shows further improvement in accuracy can be achieved by using zoom-out
in conjunction with dilated ResNet.
Method Crop size Mean IoU
dilated ResNet-101 256× 256 77.4
zoom-out ResNet-101 256× 256 77.6
zoom-out dilated ResNet-101 256× 256 78.4
zoom-out dilated ResNet-101 384× 384 79.8
Table 3.9: VOC12 validation mIoU of zoom-out with dilated ResNet backbones.
We pick our best perfoming model, zoom-out NASNet-A and evaluate it on the test set
of PASCAL dataset. Table 3.10 shows zoom-out results on VOC 2012 test set compared to
state-of-the-art architectures. Figure 3.10 visualizes our results on the test set of VOC 2012.
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Figure 3.10: Example segmentations on VOC 2012 test set with our zoom-out NASNet-A.
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Method mIoU
PSPNet [14] 85.4
DeepLabv3 [71] 85.7
DeepLabv3+ (Xception) [72] 87.8
MSCI [73] 88
zoom-out NASNet-A 86.6
Table 3.10: Semantic segmentation results on VOC 2012 test. See Table 3.11 for per-class
accuracies of the zoom-out method.
class m
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n
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acc 86.6 96.7 96.4 78.3 96.3 79.6 85.4 97.6 85.7 95.4 52.9 91.8 81.4 92.5 96.4 93.3 90.8 76.9 90 69.3 89.9 81.9
Table 3.11: Detailed results of our method on VOC 2012 test.
3.5.1.1 Results on Cityscapes dataset
Cityscapes is a rich urban scene understanding dataset [74]. It contains 5000 high quality pixel-
level segmentation annotations of complex urban scene images. These 5000 annotated images
are split to 2975, 500, 1525 training, validation and test sets respectively. In addition to 5000
finely annotated images, 20000 images are provided with coarse annotations. Segmentation
annotations include 30 object classes. However, some of these classes are too rare and
are excluded from standard benchmark. Following the standard benchmark, we evaluate
our zoom-out model on semantic segmentation of 19 object categories. For the following
experiments we train our models for 160 epochs on the 2975 finely annotated training images.
For the zoom-out models we set the zoom-out features spatial size to be 1/8 of the input
image size. We follow the training procedure and parameters of [75]. Table 3.12 shows
the results of various architectures based on ResNet-101 backbone with pyramid pooling
module [14]. In Table 3.12 similar to the results on PASCAL, zoom-out achieves similar
accuracy to dilated convolution based model and once it is used in conjunction with dilated
convolution it significantly improves the results. Figure 3.11 visualizes our results on on
Cityscapes validation set.
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Method Crop size Mean IoU
dilated ResNet-101 512× 512 76.5
zoom-out ResNet-101 512× 512 76.6
zoom-out dilated ResNet-101 512× 512 78.3
Table 3.12: Semantic segmentation results on Cityscapes validation set.
3.6 Summary
We presented zoom-out for learning and extracting rich representations. This chapter focused
on the application of zoom-out architecture in semantic image segmentation. Despite apparent
simplicity of our method and lack of explicit representation of the structured nature of the
segmentation task, we showed that we can far surpass previous state of the art which was
based on hand-crafted features with a random field or structured support vector machine
model of considerable complexity. We were the first ones to show that segmentation, just
like image classification, detection and other recognition tasks, can benefit from the advent
of deep convolutional networks. Our further experiments with modern architectures such as
DenseNet and ResNet in Section 3.5 revealed that zoom-out can achieve similar accuracy to
recently proposed methods for semantic segmentation like dilated/atrous convolution while
being faster and having less memory consumption. Furthermore, we showed that zoom-out
can be applied to networks with dilated convolution as well and increase the accuracy. Having
a powerful backbone network will significantly improve results as we observed a significant
boost in accuracy by replacing CNN-S with VGG-16 and replacing VGG-16 with ResNet or
DenseNet. In that regard, zoom-out can be easily applied to different choices of backbone
CNN architectures. In the following we briefly mention some of the work/applications that
have utilized zoom-out.
Abdominal lymph node detection Shin et al. [76] incorporate zoom-out multi-scale fea-
ture extraction strategy for thoraco-abdominal lymph node (LN) detection. Zoom-out multi-
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scale feature extraction strategy led to their best performance model.
Pancreas segmentation Roth et al. [77] utilized zoom-out features for pancreas segmenta-
tion in abdominal computed tomography (CT) scans. They computed zoom-out features for
each superpixel and then assigned each superpixel a probability of being pancreas. Farag et
al [78] also used similar approach for pancreas segmentation.
Foreground extraction Kolkin et al. [79] utilized zoom-out features to compute a rich
feature representation for each pixel. They proposed “squeezed zoom-out” architecture by
adding squeeze module to zoom-out features, resulting in state-of-the-art performance in
range of binary segmentation tasks.
Weakly-supervised segmentation Shimoda et al [80] used zoom-out features for the task
of weakly-supervised segmentation.
Colorization Larsson et al. [81] utilized zoom-out representations for the task of automatic
colorization of grayscale images.
Aerial urban scene classification Santana et al [82] used zoom-out features for aerial
urban scene classification.
Optical remote sensing change detection. Amin et al [83] utilized zoom-out architecture
to extract rich superpixel descriptors for optical remote sensing change detection.
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Figure 3.11: Visualization results of zoom-out dilated ResNet-101 on Cityscapes validation
set. Left images are our semantic segmentation predicitons overlay on RGB images. Right
images are ground truth segmenations.
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Chapter 4
Diverse Sampling for Weakly Supervised
Learning of Semantic Segmentation
In this chapter we propose an approach for learning category-level semantic segmentation
purely from image-level classification tags indicating presence of categories. It exploits
localization cues that emerge from training a modified zoom-out architecture tailored for
classification tasks, to drive a weakly supervised process that automatically labels a sparse,
diverse training set of points likely to belong to classes of interest. Our approach has almost
no hyperparameters, and allows for very fast training of segmentation models. It obtains
competitive results on the VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark.
4.1 Introduction
Most recent progress can be attributed to advances in deep learning and to availability of large,
manually labeled data sets. However, the cost and complexity of annotating segmentation are
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significantly higher than that for classification; consequently, we have orders of magnitude
more images and categories in classification data sets such as ImageNet [47] or Places2 [84],
than in segmentation data sets, such as VOC [85] or MS-COCO [86].
Given this gap, and the objective difficulty in rapidly closing it, many researchers have
considered weakly supervised segmentation, where the goal is still pixel-level labeling at test
time, but only spatially coarse annotations are available at training time. Common examples
of such annotations include partial annotations, in which only a subset of pixels is labeled;
bounding boxes, where a square with an associated label is drawn around objects of interest;
and image tags, where labels provide no spatial information and simply indicate whether
or not a particular class is present somewhere in the image. We focus on this last, arguably
weakest, level of per-image supervision.
There is mounting evidence that this task, while difficult, is not hopeless. Units sensitive to
object localization have been shown to emerge as part of the representations learned by CNNs
trained for image classification [87]. Furthermore, some localization methods demonstrate
the utility of features learned by classification CNNs by using them to achieve competitive
results [88, 87].
Our method is inspired by recent work [89] demonstrating that reasonable segmenation
accuracy could be achieved with very few point-wise labels provided by human annotators.
In this Chapter we propose an automatic version of this idea, replacing human annotators
with an automatic labeling procedure. Our approach starts by learning noisy localization
networks separately for each foreground class, trained solely with image-level classification
tags, and using a novel multiple instance learning loss (global softmax, Section 5.3) adapted
for the segmentation task. By combining the localization evidence provided by these networks
with a novel diversity sampling procedure, we obtain a sparse, informative, and accurate
set of labeled pixels. We can use these samples to rapidly train a fully convolutional multi-
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class pixel-wise label predictor operating on hypercolumn/zoomout representation of image
features [90, 91] in less than 3 minutes.
In contrast to much previous work, our approach is simple and modular. It almost entirely
lacks hyper-parameters like thresholds and weighting coefficients. It also allows for easy
addition of new foreground classes or incorporation of more image examples for some
classes, without the need to retrain the entire system. We also avoid complex integration with
externally trained components, other than the basic ImageNet-pretrained neural network we
use to extract pixel features. Despite this simplicity we obtain results on the VOC 2012 data set
that improve upon most of previous work on image-level weak supervision of segmentation.
4.2 Background
The availability of training data with manually annotated segmentation masks, in particular
VOC [85] and recently MS-COCO [86], has been instrumental in these developments. How-
ever, recent work has shown that training on weaker annotations, such as partial labeling [89],
object bounding boxes [92, 93, 94] or other cues such as object sizes [95], can produce
results very close to those using strongly supervised training. However, closing this gap with
strongly-supervised methods trained exclusively on image-level tags, which is the regime we
consider in this Chapter, remains more challenging.
Our work was in part inspired by the experiments in [89] showing that very sparse point-
wise supervision allows training reasonable CNN-based segmentation models. Our approach
aims to replace manual annotation with a point-wise supervision obtained automatically from
image-level tags. Similarly to other recent work, we obtain this supervision by leveraging the
recently established observation: CNNs trained for image classification tasks appear to contain
internal representations tuned to object localization [96, 87, 88, 97]. These representations
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have been combined with a pooling strategy to obtain objects’ heat maps, which can be
used to train a segmentation model, often with a variant of the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [92, 98] or with multiple instance learning (MIL) [99, 100, 101, 102].
There is a body of work related to exploring and exploiting diversity in learning and vision.
Most relevant to our work is the DivMBest algorithm [103, 6] which somewhat resembles our
procedure for greedy diverse sampling of points described in Section 4.3.2. The form of the
diversity-infused objective and the context are quite different, however: DivMBest is used to
sample assignments in a structured prediction settings for a single input example, whereas we
aim to sample examples (image points); in applications of DivMBest the diverse samples are
typically fed to a post-processing stage like reranking whereas in our case, the diverse sample
is directly used as a training set for a segmentation algorithm.
Some recent methods combine image-level supervision with additional components, such as
object proposals [100], saliency [104] or objectness measures [89]. Most of these components
require localization annotations, such as bounding boxes and/or segmentation masks, which
introduces a dependency on additional, often expensive annotations beyond image-level tags.
In contrast, our approach is simple and modular. The modularity of our method comes
from the way that we compute objects’ heat maps. We train a separate classifier for each
object class. This means for adding a new object class we simply train a classifier for that
class without the need to retrain the entire model. Our approach does not require any external
systems, other than the initial CNN [54] pretrained on the ImageNet classification task [47],
making the entire pipeline independent of any requirements beyond image-level annotations.
The most established benchmark for this task is VOC 2012 dataset, with the standard
performance measure being intersection over union averaged over 21 classes (mIoU). In
Section 4.4 we show that despite its simplicity and efficiency, our approach outperforms most
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competing methods on this benchmark.
4.3 Automatic point-wise supervision for segmentation
The basis of our bootstrapping method is the localization maps obtained for each of the
foreground classes. These maps are sampled for each class, and the resulting sparse set of
point-wise labels on the training images is used to train the final segmentation network. We
describe these steps in detail below.
4.3.1 Learning localization with image-level tags
We start by extracting an image feature map using a pretrained fully convolutional network.
Then for each foreground class c, we construct a per-location localization network on top of
these features, which outputs two scores per-location i: S(c, i) for foreground, and S¯(c, i) for
background (which in this case means anything other than the foreground class at hand).
An obvious next step now is to convert these pixel-wise scores into image-level fore-
ground/background probability score, using some sort of pooling scheme; this can then be
used to compute image-level classification log-loss and backpropagate it to the localization
network. We consider two such schemes.
The per-pixel softmax model We can convert the scores into per-location posterior proba-
bilities using the standard softmax model, and apply max pooling over the resulting probability
map:
p(c) = max
i
expS(c, i)
expS(c, i) + exp S¯(c, i)
. (4.3.1)
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This can be interpreted as requiring that for images containing foreground class, the network
assign at least one location high probability while for images without the foreground, all
locations must have low probability. The background scores S¯ do not have a direct meaning
other than to normalize the probabilities.
The global softmax model An alternative is to apply max-pooling separately for the two
score maps, and convert the maxima to the image-level probability:
p(c) =
maxi expS(c, i)
maxj expS(c, j) + maxl exp S¯(c, l)
. (4.3.2)
This model no longer is equivalent to the per-location softmax, and in fact does not provide
per-location probability map. It specifically encourages the background scores to be high for
images without the foreground. It also routes the gradient of the loss via two locations in each
image, instead of one with (4.3.1), and therefore may facilitate faster training.
It is worth noting that this approach does not include an explicit “background localization”
model. Background is defined separately for each foreground class as its complement, and
jointly as the complement of all foreground classes. Adding another foreground class would
require only training one new localization model for that class; the definition of segmentation
background would then automatically be updated, and reflected in the sampling process
described below.
4.3.2 Sampling strategies
We now consider the goal of translating class-specific score maps to supervisory signal for
semantic segmentation.
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Figure 4.1: Our diverse sampling procedure. Left: input image, labeled as containing class
dog. Middle: first four steps of diverse sampling procedure for dog, starting with the map
S(·,dog). Right: sample of 20 diverse points.
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Our general framework for this will be to select a sparse set of locations from the training
images, for which we will assign class labels. The segmentation predictor is then trained by
learning to map the image features for these locations to the assigned class labels.
Let S(i, c) be the score at spatial index i for a class c produced by our image-level classifi-
cation model. One approach would be to densely label yi = argmaxc S(i, c). Background
requires a separate treatment: it is not a “real” class, rather it’s defined by not being one of
the foreground classes. Hence, we do not have a separate model for it, and instead can assign
background labels to pixels in which no foreground class attains a sufficient score: yi = bg
if maxc S(i, c) < τ . This simplistic strategy has two problems: (1) some classes may have
systemically lower scores than others, and (2) it is unclear how to optimally set the value of τ .
However, our hypothesis is that while the scoremaps provide only coarse localization, and
an inconsistent level of confidence across images and classes, the maximum activations of a
class scoremap when that class is present appear to reliably correspond with pixels containing
the correct class. (We verified this qualitatively, on a few classes and a number of training
images). So, an alternative approach is to label as c the k locations corresponding with highest
scores for class c. However the size of objects varies widely across images, and it isn’t clear
what k should be. If k is too high, the labels will be very noisy. If k is too low, most of the
pixels will be tightly clustered portions of each class, e.g., wheels of cars, or faces of people;
training on such examples is much less effective because many of the samples will highly
correlated.
The method we propose here alleviates these problems by relying on diversity sampling.
Let zi be the image feature vector at spatial index i, normalized to unit norm, and let F be
the set of foreground classes present in the image. For each class c ∈ F we define the kth
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sampled location xck from that image by induction:
xc1 = argmaxi S(i, c), (4.3.3)
xck = argmaxi
{
S(i, c)
[
1−maxk′<k
∣∣∣zi · zxc
k′
∣∣∣] } . (4.3.4)
where · denotes the dot product. In other words, we aim to select points with the highest
scores for class c, but penalize them for similarity to previously selected points for that class.
This encourages selection of a set of examples that jointly provides more information (due to
diversity), and is likely to be accurate (due to high scores).
The definition of similarity as dot product in feature space, rather than as spatial proximity,
is important. If features at two points are similar, they will appear as similar to the eventual
pixel classifier (since it operates on those features), regardless of how close they are in the
image; labeling only one of them is sufficient. On the other hand, two points nearby may have
very different feature representations and thus it is beneficial to label both to give the pixel
classifier more information.
This approach also naturally leads to a threshold-free method for selecting background
points. We let the kth sample, xbgk for be defined as:
xbgk = argmin
i
max
{
max
c∈F,k′
∣∣∣zi · zxc
k′
∣∣∣ , max
k′′<k
∣∣∣zi · zxbg
k′′
∣∣∣} (4.3.5)
where k′ ranges over indices of selected points for each foreground class, and k′′ ranges
over points selected so far for the background. This simply searches at each step for the
image location most dissimilar to any foreground points to maximize the chance of correctly
identifying background points, and to any other background points selected so far to maximize
diversity. Our diversity sampling strategy is illustrated in Figures 4.1, 4.3.
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4.3.3 Training semantic segmentation using point-wise supervision
Once the automatically point-wise labels are obtained, we are ready to train the segmentation
as a per-pixel fully convolutional multi-class (including background) classifier network, with
receptive field of 1×1. This can be done by using the standard convnet training machinery,
with zero-masking applied to the loss in locations where no labels are available; whether to
fine-tune the underlying network that extracts the visual features per location is a choice.
4.4 Experiments
In order to compare our method to other work on segmentation, we conduct all of our
experiments on the VOC 2012 data set. For training images (10,582 images in the train-aug
set) we discard all annotations except for image-level labels indicating which of the 20
foreground classes is present in each image. We evaluate various versions of our method, as
well as its components individually, on the validation set, and finally use the models chosen
based on these experiments to obtain results on the test set from the VOC evaluation server.
All experiments were done in Torch7, using Adam [105] update rule when training networks.
4.4.1 Experimental setup
Pixel features As the base CNN we use the VGG-16 network trained on ImageNet and
publicly available from the authors of [54], from which we remove all layers above pool.
This network is run in the fully convolutional mode on input images resized to 256×336
pixels. Then each of the 13 feature maps (outputs of all convolutional layers, with pooling
applied when available) is resized to 1/4 of the input resolution, and concatenated along
feature dimensions. This produces a tensor in which each location on the coarse 64×84 grid
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has a 4,224-dimensional feature vector. This closely follows the zoom-out extraction protocol
in [91], but without superpixel pooling.
When computing dot products in diversity sampling (4.3.3),(4.3.5) we normalize zoom-out
feature vectors to unit norm in two stages: each feature dimension is normalized to be zero-
mean, unit variance over the entire training set, then each feature vector is scaled to be unit
Euclidean norm.
Localization models For each class, the fully convolutional localization network consists
of a 1×1 convolutional layer with 1024 units, followed by ReLU and the 1×1 convolutional
layer with 2 units, which outputs the score maps S for the foreground and S¯ for background.
At training time, for the global softmax model (4.3.2) this is followed by global max pooling
layer and the softmax layer, while for the per-pixel softmax (4.3.1) the order of softmax and
max pooling is reversed.
For each class, we train the network on all positive examples for that class (images that
contain it) and a randomly sampled equal number of negative examples, with batch size of 1
image, learning rate 10−4 which after 2 epochs is decreased to 10−5 for one additional epoch
and momentum 0.9.
We experimented with adding higher layer features (fc7 from VGG-16) to the input to
localization networks, but found that it makes localization worse: it is too easy for the network
to determine presence of objects from these complex, translation invariant features. We do
however bring these features back when training the final segmentation model, described next.
Segmentation model To provide image-level priors, which have been reported to improve
segmentation results in both fully supervised [91] and weakly supervised [100] settings, we
augment the zoom-out feature map with the global features (layer fc7 of VGG-16, pooled over
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the entire image and replicated for all locations). The combined feature map (8320 features
per location) is fed to a 1×1 convolutional layer with 512 units, followed by ReLU, and the
21-channel prediction layer, followed by the softmax loss layer. We train this network on the
selected set of points pooled over all training images, using batch size 100 (note: this means
100 sample points, not 100 images!), fixed learning rate 10−6, and momentum 0.9, for two
epochs. With these settings, typical time to train the final segmentation model is less than 3
minutes on a single Titan X GPU.
4.4.2 Evaluation of model components
We start by evaluating components of our approach on the validation set.
Localization model As shown in Table 4.1, the global softmax model (4.3.2) obtains
significantly better results than the per-pixel softmax (4.3.1). Therefore we choose it for all
the subsequent experiments.
Model mIoU
Pixel softmax 38.0
Global softmax 40.6
Table 4.1: Comparison of localization models on VOC 2012 validation set
Bootstrapping by localization maps We could attempt using the score maps obtained by
localization network directly as the predicted segmentation maps. Specifically, we considered
assigning each pixel to the highest scoring class (after normalizing the scores so that for
each class on average images with the foreground present have the highest score of 1), or
to the background if the highest foreground score is below threshold. This results in poor
segmentation accuracy: the highest validation mIoU after sweeping the threshold values was
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25.66, for threshold of 0.2.
We also made an attempt to use these score-based segmentation maps as the source of
bootstrapping directly, without sampling. That is, we can train the segmentation network in
the usual fully-supervised way, giving it the score map-based dense segmentation labels as if
it were ground truth. The results were very poor; in large fraction of the pixels the localization
models are uncertain, and densely localized labels will force the segmentation model to make
a decision in those uncertain points as well, leading to a very noisy labeling.
Effect of sampling strategy For our diverse sampling method, we need to set the value of
k. Table 4.2 shows the effect this value has on VOC 2012 validation mean IoU. The optimal
k among those tested is 20, but the behavior is stable across a large range of values.
We also compared alternative sampling strategies, namely selecting the top k scoring
points for each class, or using diversity but in spatial domain instead of in feature domain.
Table 4.3 shows that the diversity sampling using feature similarity is indeed superior to those.
Figure 4.3 shows a few qualitative examples of diverse sampling outputs. Notably, sampling
for background is usually quite accurate, even though it is oblivious to the actual class scores
and is entirely driven by diversity with respect to the foreground and within background.
k 1 5 10 20 50
mIoU 35.1 37.2 39.3 40.6 40.4
Table 4.2: mIoU on VOC 2012 validations set as a function of k points in diverse sampling,
with global softmax model
Sampling mIoU
Dense 15.0
Spatial 33.4
Top k = 20 30.7
Diverse, k = 20 40.6
Table 4.3: Comparison of point sampling strategies
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4.4.3 Final segmentation results
Based on the preliminary experiments on the validation above, we identify the optimal setting
for our approach: global softmax localization model, with diverse sampling, k = 20. We
report the results of this method in Table 4.4. We also report the results of applying fully
connected CRF [3] with author’s default parameters on top of our predictions.
Method VOC2012 validation VOC2012 test comments
DeepLab-CRF[106] 68.7 71.6 fully supervised
FCRN[107] 74.8 77.3 fully supervised
BoxSup[93] 62.0 64.6 bounding box-supervised
Bbox-Seg[92] 60.6 62.2 bounding box-supervised
1 point [89] 35.1 manual annotation, 1 pt/class
1 point+Obj [89] 42.7 + objectness prior
STC[104] 49.8 51.2 externally trained saliency model
MIL-sppx [100] 36.6 35.8 superpixel smoothing
CCCN [95] 35.3 35.6
EM-Adapt [92] 38.2 39.6
SEC[102] 50.7 51.5
Ours 40.6 41.2 no post-processing
Ours 45.2 46.0 CRF post-processing
Table 4.4: Comparison of competitive segmentation methods, supervised with image-level
tags. For reference, top of the table includes methods trained with stronger supervision on
VOC 2012 data, or on additional data.
The top portion of the table contains representative results for stronger supervision scenarios,
for reference; these are not directly comparable to our results. Among the methods trained
on the same data and in the same regime as ours, our results are the highest. It is interesting
that we obtain similar results to those with manual annotation of a single point per class per
image [89] (better than their results without objectness prior), although our point selection is
fully automatic.
STC [104], achieves test mIoU of 51.2. It is trained on 40,000 additional images, collected
in a carefully designed procedure to make them easy to learn from. STC also uses an externally
trained saliency mechanism, which requires mask annotations to train.
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SEC [102] is trained solely on VOC data which has higher accuracy, achieving 51.5
mIoU on the test set. However, their approach is considerably more complex than ours,
employing hyperparameters that determine various thresholds, and the time to train the final
segmentation system with SEC is almost two orders of magnitude higher than ours. SEC also
uses significantly larger field of view for the underlying segmentation network than in our
experiments (378 vs. 224 for us), and results reported in [102] suggest that this may be very
important.
Adding new object classes on the fly One of the key characteristics of our model is
modularity. Consider that we want to add new classes like Giraffe and Elephant which are
not part of VOC dataset. We train localization model for new classes with only image level
tags from MS-COCO dataset for Giraffe and Elephant. Since we have trained the localization
model for each class separately, there is no need to re-train the other classes localization
models. The segmentation training data for new classes is the sparse set of diverse points
extracted from localization model output. Sparsity significantly speeds the segmentation
training and diversity leads to high quality segmentation output. It takes less than 3 minutes
to re-train the segmentation model with additional classes, without hurting its accuracy on
VOC segmentation benchmark. Hence, it is practical to add new classes on the fly. Qualitative
examples of segmentation results for the new classes are shown in Figure 4.2.
4.5 Summary
We have proposed an approach to learning category-level semantic segmentation when the
only annotation available is tags indicating the presence (or absence) of each foreground class
in each image. Our approach is based on a form of bootstrapping, in which a sparse, visually
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diverse set of points in training images is labeled based on class-specific localization maps,
predicted from the image tags.
Among the appealing properties of our method are its simplicity, near absence of hy-
perparameters (and insensitivity to the only hyperparameter, the sample size), modularity
(easy to update the model with new classes and/or examples), lack of reliance on complex
external components requiring strong supervision, and last but not least, competitive empirical
performance and speed.
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Figure 4.2: Example segmentations on extra classes from MS-COCO dataset added to the
segmentation model trained on VOC dataset.
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input bottle tvmonitor background
input person bicycle background
input person horse background
Figure 4.3: Examples of diverse sampling outputs. For each foreground class, we show
the localization score map from global softmax model, and the selected 20 points. For
background, the map shows the max over dot products with any selected foreground points.
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input GT loc-map diverse 20 diverse 20 with CRF
Figure 4.4: Examples of segmentations learned through our weakly supervised approach.
From left: input image, ground truth, thresholded localization score maps, segmentation
learned with diverse k = 20 sampling, CRF post-processing.
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Chapter 5
Label Embedding
In the first part of this chapter we introduce custom regularization functions for use in
supervised training of deep neural networks. Our technique is applicable when the ground-
truth labels themselves exhibit internal structure; we derive a regularizer by learning an
autoencoder over the set of annotations. In the second part of this chapter, we explore how
well we can predict depth maps directly from semantic segmentation maps and propose a
two-part architecture for joint prediction of depth and semantic segmentation.
5.1 Introduction
The recent successes of supervised deep learning rely on the availability of large-scale
datasets with associated annotations for training. In computer vision, annotation is a suffi-
ciently precious resource that it is commonplace to pretrain systems on millions of labeled
ImageNet [11] examples. These systems absorb a useful generic visual representation ability
during pretraining, before being fine-tuned to perform more specific tasks using fewer labeled
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Figure 5.1: Exploiting label structure when training semantic segmentation. Top: An initial
phase looks only at the ground-truth annotation of training examples, ignoring the actual
images. We learn an autoencoder that approximates an identity function over segmentation
label maps. It is constrained to compress and reconstitute labels by passing them through
a bottleneck connecting an encoder (red) and decoder (blue). Bottom: The second phase
trains a standard CNN for semantic segmentation using zoom-out features for per-pixel output.
However, we attach an auxiliary branch (and loss) that also predicts segmentation by passing
through the decoder learned in the first phase. After training, we discard this decoder branch,
making the architecture appear standard.
examples.
Current state-of-the-art semantic segmentation methods [12, 13, 14] follow such a strategy.
Its necessity is driven by the high relative cost of annotating ground-truth for spatially detailed
segmentations [15, 16], and the accuracy gains achievable by combining different data sources
and label modalities during training. A collection of many images, coarsely annotated with a
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single label per image (ImageNet [11]), is still quite informative in comparison to a smaller
collection with detailed per-pixel label maps for each image (PASCAL [15] or COCO [16]).
We show that detailed ground-truth annotation of this latter form contains additional
information that existing schemes for training deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
fail to exploit. By designing a new training procedure, we are able to capture some of this
information, and as a result increase accuracy at test time.
Our method is orthogonal to recent efforts, discussed in Section 5.2, on learning from
images in an unsupervised or self-supervised manner [108, 109, 110, 81, 111, 112, 113]. It
is not dependent upon the ability to utilize an external pool of data. Rather, our focus on
more efficiently utilizing provided labels makes our contribution complementary to these
other learning techniques. Experiments show gains both when training from scratch, and in
combination with pretraining on an external dataset.
Our innovation takes the form of a regularization function that is itself learned from the
training set labels. This yields two distinct training phases. The first phase models the
structure of the labels themselves by learning an autoencoder. The second phase follows the
standard network training regime, but includes an auxiliary task of predicting the output via
the decoder learned in the first phase. We view this auxiliary branch as a regularizer; it is only
present during training. Figure 5.1 illustrates this scheme.
Section 5.3 further details our approach and the intuition behind it. Our regularizer can be
viewed as a requirement that the system understand context, or equivalently, as a method for
synthesizing context-derived labels at coarser spatial resolution. The auxiliary branch must
predict this more abstract, context-sensitive representation in order to successfully interface
with the decoder.
Experiments, covered in Section 5.4, focus on the PASCAL semantic segmentation task.
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We take baseline CNN architectures, the established VGG [114] network and the state-of-
the-art DenseNet [57], and report performance gains from enhancing them with our custom
regularizer during training. Section 5.4 also provides ablation studies, explores an alternative
regularizer implementation, and visualizes representations learned by the label autoencoder.
Results demonstrate performance gains under all settings in which we applied our regular-
ization scheme: VGG or DenseNet, with or without data augmentation, and with or without
ImageNet pretraining. Performance of a very deep DenseNet, with data augmentation and
ImageNet pretraining, is still further improved with use of our regularizer during training.
Together, these results indicate that we have discovered a new and generally applicable method
for regularizing supervised training of deep networks. Moreover, our method has no cost at
test time; it produces networks architecturally identical to baseline designs.
Section 5.6 discusses implications of our demonstration that it is possible to squeeze more
benefit from detailed label maps when training deep networks. Our results open up a new area
of inquiry on how best to build datasets and design training procedures to efficiently utilize
annotation.
5.2 Related work
The abundance of data, but more limited availability of ground-truth supervision, has sparked
a flurry of recent interest in developing unsupervised or weakly supervised methods for
training deep neural networks. Here, the idea is to utilize a large reserve of unlabeled
data in order to prime a deep network to encode generally useful visual representations.
Subsequently, that network can be fine-tuned on a novel target task, using actual ground-
truth supervision on a smaller dataset. Pretraining on ImageNet [11] currently yields such
portable representations [115], but lacks the ability to scale without requiring additional
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human annotation effort.
Recent research explores a diverse array of data sources and tasks for self-supervised
learning. In the domain of images, proposed tasks include inpainting using context [108],
solving jigsaw puzzles [109], colorization [110, 81, 111], cross-channel prediction [112], and
learning a bidirectional variant [113] of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [116]. In
the video domain, recent works harness temporal coherence [117, 118], co-occurrence [119],
and ordering [120], as well as tracking [121], sequence modeling [122], and motion group-
ing [123]. Owens et al. [124] explore cross-modality self-supervision, connecting vision and
sound. Agrawal et al. [125] and Nair et al. [126] examine settings in which a robot learns to
predict the visual effects of its own actions.
Training a network to perform ImageNet classification or a self-supervised task, in addition
to the task of interest, can be viewed as a kind of implicit regularization constraint. Zhang et
al. [127] explore explicit auxiliary reconstruction tasks to regularize training. However, they
focus on encoding and decoding image feature representations. Our approach differs entirely
in the source of regularization.
Specifically, by autoencoding the structure of the target task labels, we utilize a different
reserve of information than all of the above methods. We design a new task, but whereas
self-supervision formulates the new task on external data, we derive the new task from the
annotation. This separation of focus allows for possible synergistic combination of our method
with pretraining of either the self-supervised or supervised (ImageNet) variety. Section 5.4
tests the latter.
Another important distinction from recent self-supervised work is that, as detailed in
Section 5.3, we use a generic mechanism, based on an autoencoder, for deriving our auxiliary
task. In contrast, the vast majority of effort in self-supervision has relied on using domain-
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Figure 5.2: Informative structure in annotation. The shape of labeled semantic regions hints at
unlabeled parts (black arrows). Object co-occurrence provides a prior on scene composition.
specific knowledge to formulate appropriate tasks. Inpainting [108], jigsaw puzzles [109], and
colorization [110, 81, 111] exemplify this mindset; BiGANs [113] are perhaps an exception,
but to date their results compare less favorably [111].
The work of Xie et al. [128] focuses on learning a shallow corrective model that essentially
denoises a predicted label map using center-surround filtering. In contrast, we build a deep
model of label space. Also, unlike [128], our approach has no test-time cost, as we impose it
only as a regularizer during training, rather than as an ever-present denoising layer.
Inspiration for our method traces back to the era of vision prior to the pervasive use of deep
learning. It was once common to consider context as important [129], reason about object
parts, co-occurrence, and interactions [130], and design graphical models to capture such
relationships [131]. We refer to only a few sample papers as fully accounting for a decade of
computer vision research is not possible here. In the following section, we open a pathway to
pull such thinking about compositional scene priors into the modern era: simply learn, and
employ, a deep model of label space.
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5.3 Method
Figure 5.2 explains the intuition behind the regularization scheme outlined in Figure 5.1.
Suppose we want to train a CNN to recognize and segment cats, but our limited training set
consists only of tigers. It is conceivable that the CNN will learn an equivalence between black
and orange striped texture and the cat category, as such association suffices to classify every
pixel on a tiger. It thus overfits to the tiger subclass and fails when tested on images of house
cats. This behavior could arise even if trained with detailed supervision of the form shown in
Figure 5.2.
Yet, the semantic segmentation ground-truth suggests to any human that texture should
not be the primary criterion. There are no stripes in the annotation. Over the entire training
set, regions labeled as cat share a distinctive shape that deforms in a manner suggestive of
unlabeled parts (e.g. head, body, tail, ear). The presence or absence of other objects in the
scene may also provide contextual cues as to the chance of finding a cat. How can we force
the CNN to notice this wealth of information during training?
We could consider treating the ground-truth label map as an image, and clustering local
patches. The patch containing the skinny tail would fall in a different cluster than that
containing the pointy ear. Adding the cluster identities as another semantic label, and
requiring the CNN to predict them, would force the CNN to differentiate between the tail
and ear by developing a representation of shape. This clustering approach is reminiscent of
Poselets [132, 133].
Following this strategy, we would need to hand-craft another scheme for capturing object
co-occurrence relations, perhaps by clustering descriptors spanning a larger spatial extent. We
would prefer a general means of capturing features of the ground-truth annotations, and one
not limited to a few hand-selected characteristics. Fortunately, deep networks are a suitable
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general tool for building the kind of abstract feature hierarchy we desire.
Layers DenseNet-67 DenseNet-121
Convolution
3× 3 conv, stride 23× 3 conv
3× 3 conv
× 1 7× 7 conv,stride 2
Pooling 3× 3 max pool, stride 2
Dense Block (1)
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 6
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 6
Transition Layer (1)
1× 1 conv
2× 2 average pool, stride 2
Dense Block (2)
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 8
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 12
Transition Layer (2)
1× 1 conv
2× 2 average pool, stride 2
Dense Block (3)
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 8
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 24
Transition Layer (3)
1× 1 conv
2× 2 average pool, stride 2
Dense Block (4)
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 8
[
1× 1 conv
3× 3 conv
]
× 16
Figure 5.3: DenseNet architectural specifications.
5.3.1 Modeling labels
As shown in Figure 5.1, we train an autoencoder on the ground-truth label maps. This
autoencoder consumes a semantic segmentation label map as input and attempts to reconstruct
it as output. By being required to pass through a small bottleneck representation, the job of the
autoencoder is nontrivial. It must compress the label map into the bottleneck representation.
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Figure 5.4: Alternative regularization scheme. Instead of predicting a representation to pass
through the decoder, as in Figure 5.1, we can train with an auxiliary regression problem. We
place a loss on directly predicting activations produced by the hidden layers of the encoder.
This compression constraint will (ideally) force the autoencoder to discover and implicitly
encode parts and contextual relationships.
Ground-truth semantic segmentation label maps are simpler than real images, so this
autoencoder need not have as high capacity as a network operating on natural images. We use
a relatively simply autoencoder architecture, consisting of a mirrored encoder and decoder,
with no skip connections. The encoder is a sequence of five 3 × 3 convolutional layers,
with 2× 2 max-pooling between them. The decoder uses 2x upsampling followed by 3× 3
convolution. As a default, we set each layer to have 32 channels. We also experiment with
some higher-capacity variants:
• conv1: 32-channels; conv2-5: 128 channels each
• conv1: 32; conv2-4: 128; conv5: 256 channels
These channel progressions are for the encoder; the decoder uses the same in reverse order.
We refer to these three autoencoder variants by the number of channels in their respective
bottleneck layers (32, 128, or 256).
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5.3.2 Baseline CNN architectures
Convolutional neural networks for image classification gradually reduce spatial resolution
with depth through a series of pooling layers [134, 114, 56, 57]. As the semantic segmentation
task requires output at fine spatial resolution, some method of preserving or recovering spatial
resolution must be introduced into the architecture. One option is to gradually re-expand
spatial resolution via upsampling [135, 136]. Other approaches utilize some form of skip-
connection to forward spatially resolved features from lower layers of the network to the
final layer [43, 44, 137]. Dilated [67] or atrous convolutions [13] can also be mixed in.
Alternatively, the basic CNN architecture can be reformulated in a multigrid setting [138].
Our goal is to examine the effects of a regularization scheme in isolation from major
architectural design changes. Hence, we choose zoom-out CNN architectures as a primary
basis for experimentation, as it is minimally separated from the established classification
networks in design space. It also offers the added advantage of having readily available
ImageNet pretrained models, easing experimentation in this setting.
We consider zoom-out variants of VGG-16 [114] and DenseNet [57]. Refer to Section 3.5
for architecture details. VGG-16 is widely used, while DenseNet [57] represents the latest
high-performance evolution of ResNet [56]-like designs. We use 67-layer and 121-layer
DenseNets with the architectural details specified in Figure 5.3. The 67-layer net uses a
channel growth rate of 48, while the 121-layer network, the same as in [57], uses a growth
rate of 32. We work with 256× 256 input and output spatial resolutions in both CNNs and
our label autoencoder.
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5.3.3 Regularization via label modeling
As shown by the large gray arrow in Figure 5.1, we impose our regularizer by connecting
a CNN (e.g., VGG or DenseNet) to the decoder portion of our learned label autoencoder.
Importantly, the decoder parameters are frozen during this training phase. The CNN now has
two tasks, each with an associated loss, to perform during training. As usual, it must predict
semantic segmentation using zoom-out features. It must also predict the same semantic
segmentation via an auxiliary path through the decoder. Backpropagation from losses along
both paths influences CNN parameter updates. Though they participate in one of these paths,
parameters internal to the decoder are never updated.
We connect VGG-16 or DenseNet to the decoder by predicting input for the decoder from
the output of the penultimate CNN layer prior to global pooling. This is the second-to-last
convolutional layer, and is selected because its spatial resolution matches that of the expected
decoder input. The prediction itself is made via a new 1× 1 convolutional layer, dedicated
for that purpose.
If the label autoencoder learns useful abstractions, requiring the CNN to work through the
decoder ensures that it learns to work with those abstractions. The zoom-out pathway allows
the CNN to make direct predictions, while the decoder pathway ensures that the CNN has
“good reasons” or a high-level abstract justification for its predictions.
Assuming autoencoder layers gradually buildup good abstractions, there exist alternative
methods of connecting it as a regularizer. Figure 5.4 diagrams one such alternative. Here, we
ask the CNN to directly predict the feature representation built by the label encoder. Encoder
parameters are, of course, frozen here. An auxiliary layer attempts to predict the encoder
zoom-out features from the CNN zoom-out features at the corresponding spatial location.
The CNN must also still solve the original semantic segmentation task.
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As Section 5.4 shows, this alternative scheme works well, but not quite as well as using the
decoder pathway. Using the decoder is also appealing for more reasons than performance
alone. Defining an auxiliary loss in terms of decoder semantic segmentation output is more
interpretable than defining it in terms of mean square error (MSE) between two zoom-out
features. Moreover, the decoder output is visually interpretable; we can see the semantic
segmentation predicted by the CNN via the decoder.
5.4 Experiments
The PASCAL dataset [15] serves as our experimental testbed. We follow standard procedure
for semantic segmentation, using the official PASCAL 2012 training set, and reporting
performance in terms of mean intersection over union (mIoU) on the validation set (as
validation ground-truth is publicly available). We explore both our decoder- and encoder-
based regularization schemes in combination with multiple choices of base network, data
augmentation, and pretraining. When applying the encoder as a regularizer, we task the CNN
with predicting the concatenation of the encoder’s activations in its conv1 and conv3 layers.
5.4.1 Setup
All experiments are done in PyTorch [64], using the Adam [65] update rule when training
networks. Models trained from scratch use a batch size of 12 and learning rate of 10−4 which
after 80 epochs decreased to 10−5 for an additional 20 epochs. For the case of ImageNet
pretrained models, we normalize zoom-out features such that they have zero mean and unit
variance. We keep the deep network weights frozen and train the classifier for 10 epochs with
learning rate of 10−4. Then we decrease the learning rate to 10−5 and train end-to-end for
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additional 40 epochs.
Data augmentation, when used, includes: a random horizontal flip and a crop of random
size in the (0.08 to 1.0) of the original size and a random aspect ratio of 3/4 to 4/3 of the
original aspect ratio, which is finally resized to create a 256× 256 image Pretrained models
are based on the PyTorch torchvision library [66].
We use cross-entropy loss on auxiliary regularization branches, except where indicated by
a superscript † in results tables. For these experiments, we use MSE loss.
Architecture Data-Aug? Auxiliary Regularizer mIoU
no none 37.3
VGG-16
no Encoder (conv1 & conv3)† 41.1
-zoom-out
no Decoder (32 channel)† 42.4
yes none 55.2
yes Decoder (128 channel) 57.1
VGG-16-FCN8s
yes none 51.5
yes Decoder (128 channel) 54.1
no none 40.5
no Encoder (conv1 & conv3)† 44.0
no Decoder (32 channel)† 45.2
DenseNet-67 no Decoder (128 channel) 42.5
-zoom-out yes none 58.8
yes Decoder (32 channel) 59.4
yes Decoder (128 channel) 60.6
yes Decoder (256 channel) 59.8
Table 5.1: PASCAL mIoU without ImageNet pretraining. In each experimental setting
(choice of architecture, and presence or absence of data augmentation), training with any of
our regularizers improves performance over the baseline (shown in gray).
5.4.2 Semantic Segmentation Results
Tables 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 summarize the performance benefits of training with our regularizer.
In the absence of pretraining or data augmentation, we boost performance of both VGG-16
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Figure 5.5: Auxiliary loss weighting. We plot validation performance as a function of the
relative weight of the losses on the auxiliary vs primary output branches when training with
the setup in Figure 5.1. Performance is mIoU on PASCAL, without ImageNet pretraining or
data augmentation. Note that any nonzero weight on the auxiliary loss (any regularization)
improves over the baseline.
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Image Auxiliary Output Primary Output
Our System: DenseNet-67 trained with
regularizer
Ground-truth Baseline
DenseNet-67
Figure 5.6: Semantic segmentation results on PASCAL. We show the output of a baseline
67-layer zoom-out DenseNet (rightmost column) compared to that of the same architecture
trained with our auxiliary decoder branch as a regularizer (middle columns). All examples are
from the validation set. While we can discard the auxiliary branch after training, we include
its output here to display the decoder’s operation. Our network provides high-level signals to
the decoder which, in turn, produces reasonable segmentations. To best illustrate the effect
of regularization, all results shown are for networks trained from scratch, without ImageNet
pretraining or data augmentation. This corresponds to the 40.5 to 45.2 jump in mIoU reported
in Table 5.1, between the baseline and our primary output.
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Architecture Data-Aug Auxiliary Regularizer mIoU
yes none 58.8
DenseNet-67 yes Decoder (128 channel) 60.6
-zoom-out yes Unfrozen Decoder 60.2
yes Random Init. Decoder 58.8
Table 5.2: Ablation study. PASCAL mIoU deteriorates if the decoder parameters are not held
fixed while training the main CNN.
Architecture Data-Aug? Auxiliary Regularizer mIoU
VGG-16 no none 67.1
-zoom-out no Decoder (32 channel) 68.8
DenseNet-121 yes none 71.6
-zoom-out yes Decoder (128 channel) 71.9
ResNet-101 yes none 75.4
-PSPNet yes Decoder (128 channel) 75.9
Table 5.3: PASCAL mIoU with ImageNet pretraining.
Architecture Data-Aug Auxiliary Regularizer mIoU
DenseNet-67 yes none 72.3
-zoom-out yes Decoder (128 channel) 73.6
Table 5.4: PASCAL mIoU with COCO pretraining.
and DenseNet-67 by 5.1 and 4.7 mIoU, respectively, which is more than a 10% relative boost.
Regularization with our decoder still improves mIoU (from 58.8 to 60.6) of DenseNet-67
trained with data augmentation. To further show the robustness of our regularization scheme
to the choice of architecture, we also experiment with an FCN [43] version of VGG-16, as
included in Table 5.1.
Table 5.2 demonstrates the necessity of our two-phase training procedure. If we unfreeze
the decoder and update its parameters in the second training phase, test performance of the
primary output deteriorates. Likewise, if we skip the first phase, and train from scratch with an
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unfrozen, randomly initialized decoder, the accuracy gain disappears. Thus, the regularization
effect is due to a transfer of information from the learned label model, rather than stemming
from an architectural design of dual output pathways.
Table 5.3 shows that our regularization scheme synergizes with ImageNet pretraining. It
improves VGG-16 performance, and even provides some benefit to a very deep 121-layer
DenseNet pretrained on ImageNet, while using data augmentation. A baseline 71.6 mIoU
for DenseNet-121 is near state-of-the-art for networks that do not employ additional tricks
(e.g.ustom pooling layers [14], use of multiscale, or post-processing with CRFs [13]). Our im-
provement to 71.9 mIoU may be nontrivial. Expanding trials in combination with pretraining,
our regularizer improves results when pretraining on COCO, as shown in Table 5.4.
We also combine our regularizer with the latest network design for semantic segmentation:
dilated ResNet augmented with the pyramid pooling module of PSPNet [14]. We used the
output of the pyramid pooling layer to predict input for the decoder and semantic segmentation.
Table 5.3 shows gain over the corresponding PSPNet baseline.
Beyond autoencoder architecture choice, application of our regularizer involves one free
parameter: the relative weight of the auxiliary branch loss with respect to the primary
loss. Figure 5.5 shows how performance of the trained network varies with this parameter,
when using our 32-channel bottleneck layer decoder with MSE loss on the auxiliary branch.
Weighting is important, but the optimal balance appears consistent when changing architecture
from VGG-16 to DenseNet-67.
We have also run similar experiments with cross-entropy loss on the auxiliary branch
with the weight parameter in [0, 6]. Here, the weight parameter range is changed due to the
difference in the dynamic range of values between MSE loss and cross-entropy loss. Behaving
similarly to Figure 5.5, relative weighting of 0.5 achieves the highest accuracy. We use this
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weight value across all of the experiments using our decoder with 128-channel bottleneck
layer. While the regularizer always provides a benefit, placing a proper relative weight on the
auxiliary loss is important.
Figure 5.6 visualizes the impact of training with our learned label decoder as a regularizer.
Most notably, the network trained with regularization appears to correct some global or large-
scale semantic errors in comparison to the baseline. Contrast such behavior to CRF-based
post-processing, which typically achieves impact through fixing local mistakes. Also notable
is that our auxiliary output itself is quite reasonable. This suggests that the autoencoder
training phase is successful in creating encoders and decoders that model label structure.
5.4.3 Label Model Introspection
To further investigate what the autoencoder learns, we consider using the bottleneck represen-
tation produced by the encoder as defining features by which we can perform queries in label
space. Specifically, we pick a region of a training image label and represent that region with
features extracted from bottleneck layer. As the bottleneck layer is low-resolution, we are
selecting features at coarse, but corresponding spatial location.
Next, we perform nearest neighbor search over all regions in the validation set and find
the two closest regions to the query region. Figure 5.7 shows the results of this experiment.
Returned regions not only have the same object class types as the query regions, but also
share similar shapes to that of the query. This reveals that our label autoencoder has learned
to capture object shape characteristics.
We also repeat this experiment, except with queries starting from images. Here the
bottleneck representation is produced by a CNN, which was trained with both zoom-out and
decoder prediction pathways; the latter yields the required features. As shown in the top right
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Figure 5.7: Finding regions with similar representations. For each query image (green border)
and region (green rectangle), the next two images to the right are those in the validation set
containing the nearest regions to the query region. All query images are from the training
set. For examples on red background, search is conducted not by looking at images, but via
matching features produced by the encoder run on ground-truth label maps. The bottom-right
shows failure cases, such as matching a cat’s arm to the car rear door. For examples on
gray background, our DenseNet-67 zoom-out CNN is used to predict the label space search
representations from images.
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of Figure 5.7, returned regions have similar context and shape to the query.
5.5 Monocular depth and semantic segmentation
Monocular depth estimation is a crucial step towards scene geometry understanding from
2D images. The goal in monocular depth estimation is to predict the depth value of each
pixel, given a single RGB image as input. In many practical applications such as autonomous
driving or robotic surgery we require both semantic segmentation and depth predictions.
Therefore, it is important to investigate how correlated these two tasks are. In this section first
we explore how well we can predict depth maps directly from semantic segmentation maps,
without using RGB images. We will show that it is possible to predict depth maps directly
from semantic segmentation maps and surprisingly even with better accuracy comparing to
predicting depth from RGB images. This indicates a strong correlation between these two
tasks. Based on this observation, we propose an architecture in which we use segmentation as
an intermediate representation for depth estimation.
Datasets like NYUv2 [139] have orders of magnitude more depth data than annotated
segmentation maps. With the proposed architecture, we show that we are able to utilize
additional depth data to gain noticeable boost in segmentation accuracy while maintaining
depth prediction accuracy.
5.5.1 Semantic segmentation to depth
Given a semantic segmentation mask we want to estimate depth values for all pixels. There
are many clues such as relative objects’ sizes and occlusion boundaries that can be leveraged.
Figure 5.8 shows an input semantic segmentation map and its corresponding depth map.
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Previous and recent work on jointly predicting semantic segmentation and depth [140, 141,
142, 143] have shown that these two tasks can benefit from joint training. In contrast, we
predict depth maps from semantic segmentation maps rather than predicting them jointly from
RGB images. In [144] they predict depth maps from predicted segmentation maps. However,
we predict depth maps from ground truth segmentation maps to evaluate how well we can
predict depth maps from semantic segmentation maps. All of these methods assume that they
have access to both ground truth semantic segmentation and depth for all of their training
images. In contrast, we don’t have such an assumption. In Section 5.5.2 we describe how we
deal with unequal number of segmentation annotations and depth images.
We evaluate our models on NYUv2 dataset [139]. NYUv2 is a widely used dataset
for monocular depth estimation in indoor environments. It contains 464 indoor scenes
collected with a Kinect RGBD camera. To form our training set, we sub-sample 60,000 RGB
images with their corresponding depth maps uniformly from the raw part of the dataset. The
labeled part of dataset consists of 1449 RGB-D images provided with semantic segmentation
annotations. We follow the standard evaluation approach and use 40 categories for semantic
segmentation task.
For the following experiments, we train our models on the labeled part of the NYUv2.
We follow the standard split of 795 training images and 654 test images. When we use
segmentation as input, we have one binary mask channel for each object class. We use
ResNet-50 with dilated convolution and apply pyramid pooling layer [14] to the features of
last fully convolutional layer of ResNet. For further details regarding architecture design
refer to Section 3.5. Training images are resized to 256× 336. For data augmentation we use
random horizontal flip. We use the Adam [65] update rule with learning rate of 10−4 for 60
epochs.
In order to evaluate our depth estimations we report our results based on the commonly
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Figure 5.8: Left image shows semantic segmentation map and the right image is its coresspond-
ing depth map. Chairs that are occluded by table are farther from camera than the table. Also
relative size of the chairs hints at their distance from the camera.
used measures:
• Root mean squared error (linear): RMSE =
√
1
N
∑
i,j |yij − yˆij|2
• Root mean squared error (log): RMSElog =
√
1
N
∑
i,j |log(yij)− log(yˆij)|2
• Squared relative difference: srel = 1
N
∑
i,j |yij − yˆij|2/yˆij
• Absolute relative difference: rel = 1
N
∑
i,j |yij − yˆij|/yˆij
• Thresholded accuracy: Percentage of predicted depth y such that max(yi/yˆi, yˆi/yi) <
threshold
Where yˆ is the predicted depth map and y is the ground truth depth map. Total number of
pixels is N .
Input RMSE (lin.) RMSE(log) Abs Rel Sqr Rel δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
RGB 0.628 0.227 0.1967 0.1749 0.718 0.918 0.976
Seg 0.548 0.192 0.1557 0.1191 0.785 0.953 0.989
Seg+RGB 0.524 0.182 0.1446 0.1052 0.807 0.959 0.991
Table 5.5: Depth prediction results of models with different inputs on NYUv2 test set.
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Image Ground Truth
Segmentation
Ground Truth Depth Image→ Depth Segmentation→
Depth
Figure 5.9: Depth predictions results on NYUv2. We show not only it is possible to predict
depth maps from segmentation maps, but also these predicted depth maps are considerably
sharper and more accurate than the predictions from RGB images.
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Table 5.5 shows results of predicting depth maps from RGB and semantic segmentation
inputs. Surprisingly, we get lower errors when using semantic segmentation as input. Since
segmentation maps provide accurate object boundaries, depth predictions from segmentation
maps in Figure 5.9 have sharper and more accurate boundaries around objects, while depth
predictions from RGB images in some cases miss large part of objects. This observation
indicates not only there is a strong correlation between semantic segmentation and monocular
depth estimation, but also segmentation can be used as an effective intermediate representation
for monocular depth estimation. The last row of Table 5.5 shows results further improve when
segmentation masks are concatenated with RGB channels and given to the input of the model.
5.5.2 Unified architecture for predicting segmentation and depth
Results in Table 5.5 inspired us to use segmentation as an intermediate representation in our
unified architecture for jointly predicting depth and segmentation. However, we used ground
truth segmentation as an input to our model. Here we want to have a more practical approach
and use predicted segmentation as an input. We break our depth and segmentation prediction
model into two parts. The first part of the model takes an image as an input and predicts depth
and segmentation. The second part of the model takes image, predicted depth and predicted
segmentation as inputs and predicts depth and segmentation. In datasets like NYUv2 which
offer both segmentation and depth ground truths, it is often the case that we don’t have the
same amount of annotations for both tasks. For example our training set has 60,000 images
with depth ground truth but only 1449 images with both segmentation and depth ground truths.
Given our unified model for depth and segmentation predictions the question is how do we
deal with images where we do have depth maps but we don’t have segmentation annotations.
If we simply train the model on all training data, there are many training batches where we
have no semantic segmentation supervision. This causes the model to focus less on semantic
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segmentation and give a higher weight to depth estimation. Ideally we want to benefit both
tasks from joint training. To deal with this issue, our solution is simple: we make sure in
each training batch we have at least one image for which both segmentation and depth maps
are available. For the images with only depth ground truth and no segmentation annotations,
we freeze segmentation head and only backpropagate through the depth head and the shared
model.
5.5.2.1 Architecture details and experimental results
We use zoom-out DenseNet-121 for the first part of the model. We set zoom-out spatial feature
size to 1/4 of input image. For further details of zoom-out DenseNet architecture design refer
to Section 3.5. Once zoom-out features are computed we pass them through segmentation
head and depth head. Each head consists of 3-layer CNN with 1 × 1 convolutions with
1000 hidden units in each layer. First part takes RGB image as input and predicts depth and
semantic segmentation. Similarly to first part we use zoom-out DenseNet-121 for the second
part. However, second part takes the output of the first part which are predicted depth and
segmentation plus RGB image and predicts depth and segmentation. For each part in our
unified model we have two loss functions one for depth head and one for segmentation head.
In total we have 4 losses. We use L1 loss which measures mean absolute error between the
predicted depth and the ground truth depth. We use cross-entropy loss for segmentation. Final
loss is weighted sum of 4 loss terms. The average loss value is computed over couple of
epochs for each of the loss terms. Then loss terms are weighted such that each loss term
contributes equally to the final loss. We train our models for 40 epochs on both raw and
labeled parts of the training set with learning rate of 10−4 using Adam update rule. Then we
reduce the learning rate to 10−5 and train for 20 epochs only on the labeled part of the training
set.
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Two-part architecture design allows us to predict depth and segmentation in unified model.
Therefore, we utilize benefits of jointly training depth and segmentation. These benefits
include a unified model with shared parameters between the two tasks and higher prediction
accuracies comparing to having a separate model for each task. Furthermore, results in
Table 5.6 shows that significant boost in segmentation accuracy can be achieved from the
same amount of segmentation annotations, but extra training images with just depth ground
truth. Table 5.6 shows the benefit of two-part model over the baseline.
Baseline and two-part models The difference between baseline model and two-part model
is where we provide supervision. In two-part model we provide supervision for depth and
segmentation predictions both at the end of the first part of the model and at the end of the
second part of the model. The baseline model has the same architecture, but it has not been
trained with extra supervision for the first step. Basically it is a single step model with the
loss function at the very end of the network.
Baseline without segmentation/depth loss Same as baseline model except we only esti-
mate depth maps and ignore semantic segmentation task or vice versa.
2x segmentation loss In this setting we use the baseline model except segmentation cross
entropy loss contributed 2 times more than depth L1 loss to the final loss. This experiment is
done to make sure that the segmentation gain achieved by two-part model is due to model
design and not the weight of segmentation loss with respect to the depth loss.
Results in Table 5.6 show: a) both segmentation and depth predictions can benefit from
joint training b) segmentation can gain significant boost from extra depth ground truth data.
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Model Depth RMSE (lin.) Seg mIoU
Baseline 0.45 38
Baseline no seg loss 0.49 -
Baseline no depth loss - 36
2x seg loss 0.46 38
two-part model 0.44 41
Table 5.6: Depth and semantic segmentation results of baseline and our two-part models
based on zoom-out DenseNet-121 on NYUv2 test set.
5.6 Summary
Our novel label embedding-based regularization method, when applied to training deep
networks for semantic segmentation, consistently improves their generalization performance.
The intuition behind our work, that additional supervisory signal can be squeezed from highly
detailed annotation, is supported by the types of errors this regularizer corrects, as well as our
efforts at introspection into our learned label model.
We showed that it is possible to predict depth maps directly from semantic segmentation
maps and proposed a two-part architecture for joint prediction of depth and semantic seg-
mentation which uses semantic segmentation as an intermediate representation for depth
estimation. Our two-part architecture improves results over the baselines for both depth and
semantic segmentation predictions.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented zoom-out architecture for learning and extracting rich repre-
sentations for structured visual prediction tasks. Our effective and simple architecture can
turn any modern CNN backbone such as such as DenseNet, ResNet and NASNet into near
state-of-the-art image labeling model, without the need to use complicated methods both in
network design and training methodology.
We proposed a modified zoom-out architecture tailored for classification tasks, to drive a
weakly supervised process that automatically labels a sparse, diverse training set of points
likely to belong to classes of interest. We obtained competitive results on the VOC 2012
segmentation benchmark by training our model on the set of automatically generated sparse
labels.
Our novel label embedded-based regularization method improves generalization perfor-
mance of image labeling networks. Our results indicate that one should now reevaluate the
relative utility of different forms of annotation; our method makes detailed labeling more
useful than previously believed. This observation may be especially important for applications
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of computer vision, such as self-driving cars, that demand detailed scene understanding,
and for which large-scale dataset construction is essential. Since they have access to large-
scale detailed ground-truth labels, they can utilize our label embedding-based regularization
technique to further improve the generalization performance of their deep models.
The success of our two-part model for joint training of segmentation and depth estimation
suggests that when there is a strong correlation between two tasks, using the output of one task
as an intermediate representation for the other task can lead two an improved performance in
both tasks. A future work in this direction would be to extend this approach for more than
two tasks, and have a unified architecture for multi-task learning.
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